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This thesis created a business model that is premised on anti-consumption and impact
investing, in order to encourage individuals to save money and invest it in sustainability. The
theory assessed consumerism, anti-consumerism and finance. The empirical part consisted
of a literature review on financial regulation, and a comparative business model analysis.
The final model was created by analysing eleven micro-, crowdfunding-, and impact
investing companies with business model canvas, and examining them through the
regulation conclusions and the theory synthesis. Based on the results, an early-stage finance
technology company should try to adopt active anti-consumption and saving features from
existing micro investing and micro saving companies, and the strong sustainability
orientation partly from impact investing, and partly from crowdfunding investing
companies. A successful execution seemed to rely on strategic, such as finance, development
and payment provider partners. Key resources are the finance partner, information
technology infrastructure and personnel, and investment advisory personnel. The service
should use both mobile app and a web platform as channels, in order to reach the potential
customer segment, millennials. The service can be executed automatically and through “selfservice”. Revenue comes from monthly or wrap fees, which are collected as a certain
percentage of the total asset value.
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Työssä luotiin kulutuksen vähentämiseen ja vaikuttavuussijoittamiseen perustuva
liiketoimintamalli, joka kannustaa säästämään ja sijoittamaan kestävästi. Teoria keskitytään
kulutukseen, kulutuksen vähentämiseen ja rahoitusalaan. Empiirisessä osassa tehtiin
vertaileva

liiketoimintamallianalyysi

finanssilainsäädäntöön.

Lopullinen

malli

sekä

kirjallisuuskatsaus

tehtiin

tutkimalla

yhtätoista

Suomen
mikro-,

joukkorahoitus- ja vaikuttavuussijoittamisyhtiötä business model canvas-työkalulla, ja
analysoimalla niitä lainsäädännön johtopäätösten sekä teoriasynteesin kautta. Tulosten
perusteella alkuvaiheessa olevan finanssiteknologiayrityksen kannattaa omaksua aktiivisen
säästämisen piirteitä mikrosijoitus- ja säästämisyrityksiltä, ja vahvaa kestävyysorientaatiota
osin vaikuttavuussijoitusalustoilta, osin joukkorahoitussijoitusyrityksiltä. Menestyksekäs
liiketoimintamalli osoittautui rakentuvan strategisista kumppaneista, kuten rahoitus-,
liiketoiminnan

kehitys-

sekä

maksuvälittäyrityksiltä.

Avainresursseiksi

todettiin

rahoitusalan kumppani, informaatioteknologia sekä henkilöstö ja sijoituspalvelutoiminnot,
pääasiallisiksi kanaviksi mobiilisovellus ja selainalusta, joiden kautta tavoitetaan
potentiaaliset käyttäjät, milleniaalit. Palvelu voidaan toteuttaa automaattisena tai
itsetoimisena. Voitto rakentuu kuukausittaisista tai prosentuaalisista kuluista, joita
maksetaan kokonaissaldon perusteella.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
API = application programming interface
CFP = Company Financial Performance
CO2-eq = Carbon dioxide equivalent
EEA = European Environment Agency
EEA= European Economic Area
EMD = Exempt market dealer
ESG = Environmental, Social and Governance
ETF = exchange-traded fund
FCA = Financial Conduct Authority
FINRA = Financial Industry Regulatory Authority
FSCS = Financial Services Compensation Scheme
GDP = Gross domestic product
GHG = Greenhouse gas
ICMA = International Capital Market Association
ICT = Information and Communication Technology
IFTTT = IF This, Then That; a procedure of making mobile apps "talk" to each other.
IEA = International Energy Agency
IRA = Individual Retirement Account
ISA = Individual Savings Account
MiFID = Markets in Financial Instruments and amending Directive
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P2P = peer to peer, a distributed application architecture
SEC = Securities and Exchange Commission
SME = Small and Medium-sized Enterprise
SIPC = Securities Investor Protection Corporation
UNDP = United Nations Development Programme
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1 INTRODUCTION
The climate change is anthropogenic, which means that it is happening because of human
actions. According to 97 % consensus amongst the climate scientists (Cook et al. 2016),
humankind is the main cause for recent global warming. Different lines of evidence and their
extreme coherence make the case particularly strong for a significant human influence (IPCC
2007).
People in wellbeing countries, like US, Australia or Luxembourg, have a carbon footprint
five times the world's average (Ivanova et al. 2015). In Finland, Domestic Material
Consumption is 30 tons per capita, which means that Finland consumes twice the resources
compared to the EU average (European Commission 2016, 104). Global extremities are
unequally far from each other: it has been estimated that eight people own the same wealth
as the poorest half (Hardoon 2017). As the population growth continues, only a small
fraction of people consume the majority of all resources.
Extravagant consumption is contributing negatively to the environment. Growing
consumption and pursuing towards luxury have ambiguously been identified as the drivers
of doom. Four planetary boundaries, limitations for the “planetary playfield”, have already
been transgendered, increasing the risk of the Earth System in leading to less hospitable state
(Rockström et al. 2009; Steffen et al. 2015). Fundamental process and model changes for
production and consumption are required (Weber and Rohracher 2010), if these issues are
wanted to be solved in time, since the issues have become more widespread and serious. If
the world is going to rely too heavily on fossil fuels, cutting consumption will not be enough.
In future, sustainability needs to be the core of all business, instead of being an image
uplifting side project. Massive resource use must be decreased to a reasonable, fair level.
It is already known why climate crisis requires serious action. There is also an extensive
consensus about the methods, technologies and practices that support the sustainability
change. Most efficient solutions include renewable energy technologies, food waste
reducement, afforestation and regenerative agriculture, if measured by CO2-eq reduction
potential (Hawken 2018). For example, renewable energy systems fulfil a good set of critical
environmental, socio-economic and ethical sustainability objectives (Child et al 2018).
Global energy transition is achievable and obtainable, but it is severely underfunded and
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does require a significant amount of additional investments. Somewhere around $20 trillion
will be needed to invest in only renewable energy by 2050 in EU (IEA and IRENA 2017).
The estimated yearly gap in current mitigating investments is €180 billion in the European
Union (European Commission 2018a).
Since the global challenges concern everybody from private people to businesses and
governments, the question is not why or who. Hence, it needs to be considered, how to get
individuals change their overconsuming path, how to get sustainable solutions financed, and
how to scale up. That is why these are the questions, to which this thesis aims to answer.
Following research proposes a so-called double impact model: a business model premised
solely on decreasing consumption (anti-consumerism) and sustainable investing.

1.1 Background
The consumer society relies on constantly growing consumption, and unrestrained increase
of resource-intensive economic activity (Mont and Heiskanen 2015). From the
environmental perspective, consumption growth is problematic: private household
consumption generates 60 to 80 per cent of all GHG-emissions (Salo and Nissinen 2017, 3;
Ivanova et al. 2015). Encouraging people to anti-consume is, however, maybe even more
challenging than getting them to buy a certain product or a brand. Changing human
behaviour and getting them out of the comfort zone demands reasonable incentives.
Common people have become more interested in saving, and taking actively care of their
personal finance. For example, since the 2008 financial crisis, total capital invested in
Finnish funds has risen from 41.2 billion euros to 116.2 billion euros (Rahastoportti 2017).
A fully new ecosystem of crowdfunding platforms has emerged and grown drastically in just
a few years (Best and Neiss 2014, 3-14; Statista 2018). The youth has begun embracing “a
new way to save”. They are enthusiastic about utilizing technology in finance management,
and are eager to invest their “spare change” in ETF’s (exchange traded funds) or stocks with
fast and easy mobile apps, like Acorns or Robinhood. Some studies suggest that as much as
90 % of people are fine with technology focused finance management, and only the older
minority is less willing to participate in such activity. (TISA 2014; Williams 2016)
Conventional investing, for its part, has been questioned and challenged. Customers
themselves do not regularly get to operate conventional stock funds, as they are ran by
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promoters. It might even be difficult to find out, which companies or instruments belong, or
do not belong, to the portfolios. Screening and choosing a fund with a certain criteria, such
as sustainability impact, can be troublesome. Socially responsible, “green” or faith-based
investment strategies demand currently very careful studying focused on fund prospectus,
because there are enormous amounts of different procedures and protocols (Lesser et al.
2018). Top it off, some alternative energy and socially responsible mutual funds might even
underperform in terms of risk level and returns (Reboredo et al. 2017), which does not
encourage to invest more.
The sustainability challenges are also becoming more transparent and visible in the financial
industry. They are not only seen as an issue, but also as a business opportunity: an
environmentally concerned individual is served with sustainability-focused instruments. The
determined, impact-oriented financial activity is usually referred with the concept impact
investing. It is like “money with values”: impact investors want to have both a social impact,
and a fair return or revenue for their capital, not just one of these. (Simon 2017, 43-48) Based
on this background, it can be asked, whether it would be possible to encourage people to
invest in sustainability with help of most recent financial services, and can the emerging
field of finance technology help, in decreasing the global consumption.

1.2 Objective and scope
The theory part of this thesis highlights the connection between consumerism and climate
crisis: why and how consumer societies are responsible for accelerating environmental
degradation and climate crisis. Then, it explains, why anti-consumerism should be promoted,
and how only small efforts are meaningful and important when scaled. Last, it brings forward
the meaningfulness of sustainability oriented investing (impact investing). Based on the
material, a theory synthesis is created, and presented as “a double impact for the
sustainability change”. This structure is presented in the Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Theoretical body and research structure of the thesis, including the double impact- procedure.
Created with Sketchbook.io.

The aim of the thesis is to create a business model premised on anti-consumerism and impact
investing. Since there is a potential market niche in finance technology (fintech) sector, this
thesis tries to find out the right circumstances and features in order to make the business
grow, seize market share and solve sustainability issues. Briefly, the work is executed in two
parts: theory and empiric research. Empiric research consists of a comparative business
model analysis (market research) analysis and a literature review. The final business model
is assembled and presented via business model canvas-tool.
Theory introduces relevant literature and research regarding the research topic. It starts with
consumer society and consumption’s household level effects. Chapter 2.1 also includes a
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holistic view of consumer behaviour and decision making process. This is the justification
of the subject. It describes most important features, origins, and effects of consumer related
issues. Chapter 2.2, in turn, describes “the alternative”: economics based on anticonsumerism instead of everlasting economic growth. It reflects the economics in the 21st
century (by Kate Raworth’s Doughnut Economy): how things should be instead. Third
section (2.3) analyses current forms and need of sustainable finance, like crowdfunding, and
impact investing. Basic features of a fintech ecosystem are also described. Last, chapter 2.4
draws the observed matters together and forms a synthesis, the double impact.
Empiric part consists of a legislation literature research, and of a comparative business model
analysis. The literature research consists views of both national legislation, decrees and
commands made by Finnish Financial Supervisory, and European Union’s decrees. For
example, Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) is compulsory for all member
states, which is why there are and will be many similarities in requirements and regulation
in general inside European Union. Hence, the summary of the legislation in this thesis should
be applied from a Finnish perspective only. Addressing legislation and financial regulation
is vitally important, and a major share of a financial company’s activities are reliant on
compliance. This is why the business model creation requires a decent analysis on local
decrees.
Comparative business model analysis addresses eleven companies of three categories. The
enterprises in category one were chosen based on their popularity and successfulness in the
field of micro saving. In category two, it was attempted to find and analyse smaller but more
impact investing oriented companies all around the globe. For the third category, a few
examples of successful European crowdfunding investing operators were chosen to be
analysed, due to their both strong sustainability orientation and effective business model.
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1. Micro invest and micro saving applications
-

Robinhood

-

Acorns

-

Moneybox

-

Dreams

2. Impact investing platforms
-

Swell Investing

-

Goodments

-

SVX

-

Imfino

3. Crowdfunding investing platforms
-

TRINE

-

Joukon Voima

-

Abundance

The companies are analysed with the business model canvas- tool. The information is
collected from public sources, and represents the circumstances in spring 2018. Because of
the limitations in the user conditions, functionalities are not self-assessed, and the following
results present only information acquired from companies’ public documents, web pages,
and articles published in the media. Notices drawn from the business models are concluded
into a matrix that is represented in chapter 4.5. Later, in chapter 5, the final business model
is created by combining the main results and notices from the legislation analysis, and
filtering the features through double impact synthesis’ guidelines. The resulting business
model may be applied for early-stage finance technology businesses aiming to create a
maximum sustainability impact through active anti-consumption and impact investing.
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For the whole research, the prime research question is:
-

What kind of business model complies with anti-consumerism and impact investing
and what does it require to be executed in Finland?

The literature analysis sub-question:
-

What are the most relevant regulation aspects for investing-focused business model
creation in Finland?

Comparative business model analysis sub-question:
-

What kind of business model does the company have?
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2 THEORY
Theory presents necessary and relevant literature and research in order to successfully
understand this research subject. Chapter 2.1 addresses the issue of a consumer society: what
is the neoliberal consumerism society, how is it based on continuing consumption growth,
and how it accelerates the climate change. Chapter 2.2 discusses the transition towards an
anti-consumerism economy. It describes how decreasing use of resources and abandoning
the assumption of continuous growth could help to solving the wicked environmental issues.
Chapter 2.3 addresses crowdfunding investing, which could be seen as one practical proposal
for individual climate crisis mitigation. Chapter 2.4 presents a basic view of financial
technology (fintech): what kind of aspects finance technology considers in general, and what
are the risks and opportunities. The final chapter of the theory (2.5) addresses impact
investing, the pathway to sustainability change: what it takes to finance the sustainable
solutions, what is impact investing, and what kind of expectations it has faced.

2.1 Consumer society
Oxford University Press (2018) defines consumerism as the "promotion or protection of the
interests of consumers". Consumption, in turn, is the "action of using up a resource" (Oxford
University Press 2018). Both two are familiarly used concepts in economics. Consumption
is often used as a welfare measure: the higher level of consumption, the higher expected
quality of life. Consumption is also the key driver of economic growth in market economies.
Because the environmental concerns of the increasing consumption are becoming more
visible, it is more often considered from an environmental perspective, taking the full impact
into account (Sheth et al. 2011). The following chapters describe how consumerism is
connected to climate crisis, and how overconsumption affects the globe.
2.1.1 Originates of consumerism
Consumption, together with population growth and technology, is a major driver for the
environmental change. The severity of (over)consumption is based on the personal character
of the issue: it cannot be assigned to someone else. Population growth and international
development, in turn, can easily be construed as someone else's problem, and people can
refuse from acting against them. (Princen 2010, Sterman 2012) Social and environmental
issues clearly originate from evolutionary tendencies in the human nature. People are tend
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to have a propensity for self-interest, motivate rather for relative than absolute status, copy
each other unconsciously, be shortsighted and disregard abstract issues (Griskevicius et al.
2012). On the other hand, sustainable and non-sustainable decision-making focus on
different lines of motivation: sustainable decision-making is based on avoiding negative
outcomes, whereas purchasing unneeded and unaffordable products are associated with
feelings of future well-being and instant happiness. The decision-making and consumer
behaviour processes are not always logical, and consumption choices might not always be
made on a good understanding (Huttel et al. 2018).
Consumerism is closely related to neoliberalism, a belief and a theory constructed over
capitalism and the demolition of proactive welfare states. Neoliberalism acts for selfregulating markets, and believes that the states should only protect the individual rights or
the people, and abstain from all other economic interventions. (Thorsen 2012, 171-173) It
encompasses free-market fundamentalism, and normalizes individualistic self-interest,
entrepreneurial values and consumerism. Free-market advocates think that people act like
rational egoists, pursuing after utility maximization, even if the major evidence has shown
that they do not. (Barnett 2010) Neoliberal discourses have redeveloped after the financial
crisis in 2008. They alter the states and the governments to private service providers, and the
individual people to mobile government service consumers. Neoliberalism calls the
consumers to “vote with their feet” in whatever way suits best their own ideologies. (Lynch
2017) Evidently, this creates challenges in promoting sustainable consumer behaviour.
Sustainable consumption studies, human agency, and their paradigms were discussed by
Spaargaaren (2011). Most commonly, economists and social psychologists dominate the
politic debates about behavioural change and sustainable consumption, highlighting the
pitfalls of the two dominant (individualist and systemic) sectors. For example, individualist
paradigm relies mostly on behaviour of an individual citizen-consumer, even though people
do not develop their ideas by or “from within” themselves. Hence, thinking and doing are
shaped by plenty of other factors, such as the actions of other people. In systemic paradigm,
in turn, policy makers underrate the vital role of human agents in achieving environmental
change. Spaargaren suggests renewing environmental governance in three ways: 1) role and
responsibilities of consumers should be specified; 2) the important influence of objects,
technologies and infrastructures should be recognized without letting technology determine
the development of social and cultural values; 3) enriching sustainability with excitement
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received from shared practices of sustainable consumption. (Spaargaaren 2011) It should be
more specifically determined how significant a part a single consumer plays in accelerating
the sustainability change, taking human evolutionary barriers and imperfect decision-making
ability into account (cf. Griskevicius et al. 2012, Huttel et al 2018). Because of the
recognized imperfections and shortcomings, the most value should not be pointed neither
towards an individual nor towards technology.
Barr et al. (2011) addressed the conflicts that appear at the consumer-citizen boundary, when
current practices are challenged by disruptive and unsettling processes. Factors evoking
these processes are new or contested forms of knowledge or responsibility, alternative
conceptions of scale, and new sites of practice for activism. In addition, Barr et al. (2011)
highlight that climate change is a social as well as it is a natural phenomenon. Therefore,
more attention should be paid to the role and power of individuals, and the relationship
between individuals and the governments, in order to promote and govern the behavioural
change as a political discourse. (Barr et al 2011) Kotler reminds (2011) that whereas previous
marketing has relied on assumption of infinite resources and nonexistent environmental
degradation, current consumers are urged to decrease their consumption for the sake of the
environment, and are even ready to pay more of sustainable products (Kotler 2011; Trudel
and Cotte 2009).
On the other hand, even if the power of individuals can be more effectively utilised (e.g.
Kotler 2011; Barr et al. 2011; Spaargaaren 2011), there are “dragons of inaction”,
psychological barriers that are eager to limit the climate crisis mitigation, described by
Gifford (2011). People might not be aware of issues, nor do they necessarily understand
them, and their behaviour can be guided by harmful ideologies. As social beings, personal
activity is often based on comparison with others, powered by social norms (“Why should I
change, when others do not either?”), limiting required action. Sometimes behavioural
change is aggravated by behavioural momentum, financial investments that support the
harmful behaviour, fear of possible risks, or discredence. These can lead in denying the issue,
regarding participation not “good” enough, or untrustworthy. Even if actions are taken, they
are often too minor and become covered with rebound effects. (Gifford 2011)
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2.1.2 Excess consumption
Global energy demand grew 2.1 % in 2017. Use of fossil fuels (oil, natural gas and coal)
increased significantly, meeting 72 % of the rise. Developing countries in Asia drove the
biggest part of the rise in energy demand. For example, India and China alone covered almost
half of it. They had experienced aggressive economic growth, which was the main cause for
the rise of the energy use. (IEA 2018, 1-4) In general, steady growth during the last decades
has affected the way people live. Not only do they live longer, but they also travel more
often. In addition, more and more goods and services are produced and consumed. CO2
concentrations are steadily rising, even though the connection between economic growth and
the greenhouse gas emissions has been trustfully identified. (EEA 2012)
The implementation of the international negotiations is taking a long time, and the decisions
tend to be only compromises (EEA 2012), even though the high-income societies could
easily earn more wealth, and simultaneously use less time and energy in production. It would
not even affect well-being negatively; instead, economic growth cannot be decoupled from
environmental costs at any technological means. (Alexander 2011a, 71-72) In order to
mitigate the climate crisis, and avoid the most serious disorders, the continuity of the
economic growth should therefore be questioned. All societies in the history of humankind
have undergone different kind of collapses (losses in socio-political-economic complexities
that lead to a massive decrease of population), and their origins have laid precisely upon
environmental issues. (Ehrlich and Ehrlich 2013; Diamond 2005) The current distress of the
human kind is driven by overpopulation, overconsumption of natural resources, and
unnecessary use of environmentally damaging technologies and socio-economic-political
arrangements that support consumption. (Ehrlich and Ehrlich 2013)
Ivanova et al. researched (2017) the region-level, consumption-based GHG-emissions in the
European Union. Their analysis showed that countries with higher inter-regional income
inequality (UK, Spain, and Italy) stand out with bigger differences in the emission measures.
The macro-trends in GHG-emissions are driven by socio-economic factors, and are not a
result of geographic and or infrastructural effects. They found out that income was the most
important factor affecting and driving a region’s carbon footprint: the more you make
money, the more you produce GHG. The divergence between different regions implies
difference to their emission reduction potential and climate responsibility. (Ivanova et al
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2017) The average regional household carbon footprints in the European Union are
presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Regional household carbon footprints in the European Union (Ivanova et al. 2017).

Obviously, households’ carbon footprints are very unequally distributed even among
Europeans. The distribution is even more distinct, when comparing EU to less-developed
continents. For example, five per cent of the people in China produced almost one fifth of
the total carbon footprint from household consumption in 2012. The carbon footprint of the
richest segment was found to be 6.4 t CO2eq per capita, whereas the average carbon footprint
in China is only 1.7 t CO2eq per capita. (Wiedenhofer et al 2016) EU’s bottom decile (one
tenth of the population that produce least emissions) produces 5-7 tCO2eq per capita
(Ivanova et al. 2017), which is as much as the wealthiest people in China, and over three
times the country average.
Overconsumption accelerates environmental degradation (Sheth et al. 2011). It also faces a
clear contradiction with fair and equitable distribution of goods and services, and ignores
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exploitative labour practices in dominant systems. (Humphery 2010) The current society is
not sustainable, because it harvests renewable sources faster than they can regenerate, and
create waste and pollutants faster than they can be broken down. Top it off; the human kind
is reliant on the use of fossil or non-renewable fuels, and the endeavours towards the change
are not effective or actually even sustainable. Instead of making a difference on a system
level, all attempts to accelerate sustainability change are directed towards symptoms and not
the actual issues. More importantly, the difficulties that the sustainability change faces are a
result of helpless individuals. Not only do the helplessness feelings alienate and discourage,
but also make people feel more comfortable by doing nothing, as it absolves individuals
from the responsibility to act. (Sterman 2012)

2.2 Anti-consumerism economics
Since increasing consumption provokes and raises the amount of wicked environmental
problems, the easiest possible solution to be proposed is simply consuming less. The
contradiction of consumerism can be referred as “downshifting”, “simple living”, “anticonsumerism”, “voluntary simplicity” (Alexander 2011b), or as “nonconsumption”
(Cherrier et al. 2010). This thesis favours the form “anti-consumerism”. Following chapters
clarify how economics not based on continuous growth could work, and how anti-consumer
practices may be beneficial on the society level.
2.2.1 Economic challenge in the 21st century
Human nature and harmful behavioural tendencies are a few of major causes for
environmental issues. However, these features can be seen as the key elements to tackle
resource depletion, wasteful consumption and overpopulation. Van Vugt et al. (2014) argue
that since environmental issues spring out exactly from human nature psychological biases,
leveraging these features could be most helpful while obtaining climate goals and promoting
green choices. According to Raworth (2017, 287), the task of the 21st century is to create
economies that urge human welfare forward so that one can get on within “a safe space of a
doughnut” (Figure 3). The Doughnut is a metaphor that Raworth uses for humanity’s
endeavors in getting between the social foundation (human deprivations like hunger and
illiteracy) and the ecological ceiling (planetary degradation). It describes, how everyone
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should be able to have wellness instead of being left behind, and how everybody faces the
same ecological ceiling that no one should across with any excuse. (Raworth 2017, 10-11)

Figure 3. Raworth’s doughnut, consisting of an ecological ceiling and a social foundation. (Raworth 2018).

Kate Raworth (2017) presented seven changes in the traditional way to think:
1. Change the goal: from GDP (Gross Domestic Product) to the Doughnut
2. See the big picture: embedded economy instead of self-contained market and
neoliberalism
3. Nurture human nature: from rational economic man to social adaptable humans
4. Get Savvy with Systems: stewarding economy as ever-evolving complex system
5. Design to distribute: growth dependency is a design failure
6. Create to regenerate: circular instead of linear economy
7. Be Agnostic about Growth: how to manage without continuing growth? (Raworth
2017, 25-30)
GDP means the market value of goods and services produced within a defined nation.
Raworth argues that following the growth of GDP shows, how modern economics have lost
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the sight of the goal. Instead of using metrics that measure things like nutritious food,
healthcare, education and personal security, GDP has been adopted as the prime metric and
been believed to be an “ever-rising line”. No doubts have been given, even though the fickle,
partial and superficial nature of GDP metric. (Raworth 2017, 31-60) Traditionally,
economics have been modelled and described as a phenomenon in different kind of circular
flow diagrams, in which households provide working capital for businesses, which then pay
salaries for the workers, and provide services for people to be consumed. All these, however,
fail to mention the need of energy and materials: shared resources become over-exploited by
individuals and depleted for all. Instead of seeing only individual consumers, and a
connecting market, the economy should be seen as an embedded entity: the economy rests
upon the society, consisting of commons, states, households and markets. Earth, the living
world, sets the society’s boundaries. (Raworth 2017, 60-71)
Raworth critises the assumption of a rational, self-interest man, and talks about social
adaptability. Disregarding what Griskevicius et al., (2012) noticed about human behavioural
tendencies, she remarks that the century lasting assumption of human self-interest does not
match the reality so strongly. (Raworth 2017, 104) Human species’ abilities allow
mechanisms that include the ability to feel other-regarding concerns (welfare of others),
empathy, and understanding and enforcing of social norms (Jensen et al. 2014). Raworth
discusses also about human basic values, which, according to Schwartz’s theory of basic
values (2012), seem to be same across all societies: self-direction, stimulation, hedonism,
achievement, power, security, conformity, tradition, benevolence, and universalism.
According to Raworth (2017, 109), the fluidity of human values brings nuances into the
human portrait: the relative power of them can change only in a matter of days or even
shorter period, giving many implications for nurturing the human nature.
Raworth emphasises the high importance of systems thinking (2017, 143), and that
economics should not be treated assuming that they can stay balanced, on an equilibrium.
Current actions to mitigate the climate crisis are too few: they are directed on curing only
the symptoms of the real issue, as humans collectively believe that they are helpless, and
cannot change the system they have created themselves (Sterman 2012). Doughnut
economics highlights the meaningfulness of common thinking. The major point is that
current generation is the first one to notice, what is happening to the “planetary household”,
and possibly the last one to do something about it. Solving the issue is not about technology,
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expertise or financial means, since the humankind has all assets needed to make the change.
(Raworth 2017, 277; 286-287)
It has been long assumed that natural resources can be used endlessly. The state of welfare,
for example in Nordic countries, is based on the paradigm of growing consumption, the use
of cheap fossil fuels, the omission of their negative side effects, and the personal experience
of happiness evolving from owning products and accessing wealthy (Järvinen et al. 2017,
171). Questioning the growth-dependent path and biased nature of its false indicators awakes
inertia. Regardless of the complexity of the current system and its transition process, the new
course is obvious, and should not be hindered any longer.
2.2.2 Voluntary simplicity through anti-consumerism
The alternative option for continuing growth is often referred with concept of degrowth.
According to Schneider et al. (2010), degrowth means literally "an equitable downscaling of
production and consumption that increases human well-being". In a degrowth society,
heterogenous group of people voluntarily limit their own material consumption (Heikkinen
2018). Unlike sometimes stated, there are no existing analyses that deny the possibility of
voluntary pursue after degrowth movement (Kallis 2013). Conversely, degrowth has
potential of reaching a higher yield of welfare than continuous growth. (Heikkinen 2018) In
addition, people can achieve significant CO2-emission reductions, for example, by living
car-free, following a plant-based diet or avoiding airplane traveling (Wynes and Nicholas
2017).
Pursuing after climate goals relies partly or solely on decreasing use of resources, which can
simply referred as anti-consumption. Lee et al. (2009) describe anti-consumption as
“against” consumption: when consumer research tries to find out reasons to choose a specific
product, anti-consumption research focuses on consumers’ reasons for avoiding products or
brands. According to Iyer and Muncy (2009), anti-consumption research addresses four
types of anti-consumerism: global impact consumers, simplifiers, market activists and antiloyal consumers, whose motivation towards anti-consumerism generates from different
aspects (Figure 4). Most research has been conducted to find out more about the specific
type of anti-consumerism, in which case societally concerned anti-consumers are referred
with term “market activists” and personally concerned ones with “anti-loyal consumers”
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instead. Less attention has been given to general consumption, for “global impact
consumers” (societal concerns) and “simplifiers” (personal concerns). (Iyer and Muncy
2009)

Figure 4. Purpose and object of anti-consumption (Iyer and Muncy 2009). Created with Sketchbook.io.

The global impact consumers are the ones who are interested in decreasing the
consumption in general, for the sake of humanity and the planet, and are motivated by both
material inequity and environmental concerns. Simplifiers, in turn, want to ditch the whole
high-consumption society, and switch it to a more elementary lifestyle. Market activists
concentrate on very specific type of anti-consumption, and tend to vote with their money: if
they feel that some brand or a product causes societal issues, they avoid using it. They are
aided by publications that inform them of the companies that should not be supported. Antiloyal consumers are contrary to brand loyalty: they systematically avoid products of which
they have bad experiences or which they account less valuable or inferior. (Iyer and Muncy
2009)
Nepomuceno et al. (2017) argued that materialism, self-control, long-term orientation and
environmental concerns are the most important traits of these lifestyles. Materialism, for
example, predicts quite well the intention of a single person to consume or resist
consumption. Self-control, for one’s part, has been found to have a negative correlation with
impulsive consumption: one needs self-control to avert unnecessary consumption
temptations. Self-control is closely connected to long-term orientation that is needed in order
to save for a rainy day. In addition, Nepomuceno et al. (2017) described possible benefits
occurring from large amounts of people together resisting consumption: besides that the anticonsumerism might arise strong macro-economic advantages, it might also decrease the
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amount of personal-debt taking (Nepomuceno and Laroche 2015a) and make people suffer
less mental disorders, depression and suicide completion (Richardson et al. 2013).
For long, anti-consumerism has been based only on specific brands. However, the ideology
has been awakening and beginning to gain more attraction. According to Nässen (2017),
anti-consumption beliefs are widespread among Swedish people. The research poll executed
by Nässen (2017) indicated strong support for anti-consumerism: 34 % of respondents
valued a statement “people spend too much time and focus on consumption” absolutely right
and 52 % partly right. Strong acceptance for anti-consumerism has been discovered also in
the US (Markowitz and Bowerman 2011), and it is reasonably assumed to be representative
also in the similar countries elsewhere in the west (Nässen 2017).
Degrowth, decreasing the consumption, will shrink the size of the conventional economy.
However, this gives a more important role for local production, collaborative consumption
and sharing economy. More stable and higher welfare can be achieved with degrowth, than
with continuous growth. (Heikkinen 2018) This gives an end for assumptions of whether
anti-consumerism and decreasing consumption will destabilise the whole economy. To reach
sustainability, consumption levels of world’s poor must be increased, while humanity’s total
ecological footprint is being reduced (Meadows 2004, xv). Anti-consumerism is, therefore,
both inevitably necessary, and potentially beneficial.

2.3 Sustainable finance
The following section addresses sustainable finance, in three parts. First, the background of
finance technology, its opportunities, and risks are described, since fintech development can
be seen as sort of an enabler for the whole ecosystem. Second, crowdfunding investing is
assessed. Last, impact investing and the mitigation gap is discussed.
2.3.1 New era of investing
The way people take care of their finance has experienced major changes. While easy money
transfers and product purchases could encourage a third of people to invest more (TISA
2014), mobile networks’ infrastructure costs have decreased and data-transmission speeds
have increased significantly in past years. Mobile services are valuable and important from
the customer perspective, and as they are expected to develop even further and provide more
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and more useful services, small and medium-sized enterprises gain notable benefit, if they
are able to utilize advanced mobile technology. (Bezerra et al 2015)
Already, easy access to information provides possibilities to search nearby services on
mobile, make bookings for airlines and hotels on travel apps and consume media content in
a frictionless manner. Mobile phones have already affected consumers so that one does not
spend much time around traditional (print, radios, television) channels (Ghose 2017, 19-27).
In 2015, an average US citizen spent over three hours a day using mobile apps, which is even
more than people spend watching television (US Department of Labor Statistics 2015). The
pace of change has affected especially the industry of financial services. Along with the
development, finance is seen more as an enabler than a provider. The technology allows
financial services to be provided whenever and wherever, which leads to a rising of new
business models and activities. (PwC 2017)
Financial technology, often referred shortly as “fintech”, can be defined as “disruptive
technologies driving start-ups and revolutionizing banking, payments, and insurance”
(McKinsey & Company 2018), and been recognised as one of the most important
innovations at the sector of financial services (Lee and Shin 2018). Fintech is driven by
information technology, convenient regulation, and, in part, the sharing economy. It was
emerged shortly after financial crisis in 2008 as a combination of e-finance, internet
technologies, social networking services and social media, artificial intelligence, and big
data analytics. Being a differentiated competitor for conventional financial companies,
fintech companies might manage to gain competitive advantage over their competitors.
There can be classified at least five categories inside the ecosystem of fintech: 1) start-ups
(handling for example payments, lending, crowdfunding, insurance) 2) technology
developers 3) government (for example regulators and legislature) 4) financial customers
(individuals and organisations), and 5) traditional financial institutions (for example
traditional actors like banks, insurance companies). (Lee and Shin 2018)
According to DNB, technological innovations might increase competition, in which case
they especially help making financial systems more efficient. As new and innovative entrants
arrive in the market, established or conventional financial institutions are stirred up in
becoming more competitive and customer-centric. In addition, competition can affect
positively on sector integrity, because of consumers calling for more transparency and
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integrity. However, technologic innovations can also generate new strategic, operational,
financial, integrity and macro-prudential risks, or risks beyond current supervision. (DNB
2016, 21-22) Opportunities and risks arising from financial technology development are
demonstrated in Figure 5. They might appear, when currently existing finance institutions
lose their market share to foreign or more innovation-efficient organizations. Conventional
finance sector is not able to adapt to fast transitions, which may lead to financial instability.
New technology implementation also generates operational risks, emerging for example in
relation to cybersecurity. Innovative products can increase complexness of the finance
sector, which fuels integrity risks. Supervision and controlling the new actors might be
difficult, and illegal customer practices become more difficult to be identified. Services,
which shift risks onto the customers (such as P2P-lending), impact broadly in public’s
confidence. These macro-prudential risks consist of quick, individual reactions on economic
turndowns due to increased market volatility. (DNB 2016, 22-23)

Figure 5. Opportunities and risks occurring in the finance sector in general (DNB 2016, 21).

Later, in the empirical part of this thesis, operational risks of a fintech company are addressed
from a Finnish point of view. Taking care of operational risks is, especially for the young
and unexperienced growth companies, vital, but also very burdensome and time-consuming
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activities. That is why they make up a fair amount of a company’s activities, and they must
be carefully considered in the business model creation.
2.3.2 Crowdfunding investing
Crowdfunding is an often-discussed method for funding climate mitigation. Crowdfunding
means pooling individuals’ financial resources into a project or a business. The history of
crowdfunding reaches to as far back as 3000 B.C. However, it did not manage to break
through until the rise of social web in the 2000s. Then, perks-based crowdfunding, led by its
platform pioneer Kickstarter, flourished in the web, thanks to social media channels like
Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. Over time, crowdfunding began to be considered also as a
more common tool in raising capital for private business. Consequently, the social web met
capital formation, which meant a clear distinction between donation- or perks-based
crowdfunding, and securities-based crowdfunding, where investors receive a share of
ownership in counterpart for their money. Crowdfunding investing has an essential role in
business and economics. It not only challenges regulators, investors and business operators,
but also creates good opportunities for innovative entrepreneurs, who can benefit from the
new technology in a both local and global matter. (Best and Neiss 2014, 3-14)
The crowdfunding industry development has speeded up since the financial crisis in 2008,
mostly because of banks’ unwillingness in capital lending. Total funding volumes in
crowdfunding industry have raised enormously during the 2010s. In 2012, the total
crowdfunding volume was $2.7 billion, whereas it multiplied to $34.4 billion by the year
2015 (Statista 2018). Crowdfunding is a separate concept, and should not be mistaken with
micro funding, which includes peer-to-peer (social) lending and microfinance. The
difference between these concepts is illustrated in Figure 6. This thesis concentrates only on
securities-based crowdfunding, later referred as crowdfunding investing, found in the figure
in the upper right.
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Figure 6. Comparison of different crowdfunding and micro funding concepts, and examples of companies that
represent them (The World Bank 2013, 22).

The crowdfunding ecosystem is not solely based on entrepreneurs or companies and willing
investors. Successful crowdfunding systems require forward thinking regulation, effective
technical solutions and adaptive culture towards changing investments. So far, crowdfunding
has been facilitated in developed countries via four features. First, the regulatory framework
must support the level of transparency, speed and scale of the early-stage funding
marketplaces. Second, the necessary existence of social media and the internet in order to
harness technology and demographic trends. Third, regulation needs to provide considerate
investor protection by education and training. Fourth, and last, there needs to be
collaboration with entrepreneurial events and hubs, including incubators, accelerators,
universities, and business plan competitions. Only by adopting these features, a culture of
trust can be built, which is an exceptionally important matter regarding the crowdfunding
environment. (The World Bank 2013, 8-9) Byrnes et al. especially highlighted (2014) the
importance of audience engagement in crowdfunding meaning that the campaign success
requires plenty of regular “fan base” activities.
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In addition to ability invest smaller amounts to a big variety of projects, crowdfunding has
proven to be an effective method in financing renewable energy, green technology start-ups
and research (Lam and Law 2016). New, so called third party business models have been
noticed to work even more effectively than governmental subsidies, in supporting the growth
of renewable energy (Huijben and Verbong 2013). Loan-based crowdfunding, or
crowdlending, has turned out to be the one of the most popular and used “third-party models”
in crowdfunding, leaving equity-based business ones behind. European lending platforms
have succeeded in raising millions of euros to renewable energy projects. (Candelise 2016)
Obviously, crowdfunding can respond to the need of accessing capital in supporting
sustainability transition and low-carbon economy.
For now, current crowdfunding platforms have faced difficulties in scaling their activities
cross-border, due to differing legislation. In Europe, the issue has been noticed, and the
European Commission is preparing proposals aiming to enable crowdfunding platform
service providing across the EU Single Market. By regulating crowdfunding investing
activity, it is planned to better protect investors. (European Commission 2018b) Security
regulation has already been altered in some European countries USA and Canada, to better
promote crowdfunding activity in some European countries, but also to ensure the secured
and protected position of the investor (Cumming and Johan 2013; Hornuf and
Schwienbacher 2017).
2.3.3 The mitigation gap and impact investing
To limit the global warming in 2 ℃ with a probability of 66 %, significant improvements in
energy and material efficiency are needed. Energy supply and demand require cumulative
investments of over $120 trillion by 2050. Only renewables account for around $20 trillion
of all investments, of which seven trillion should be spent to solar and wind each. $40 trillion
of energy efficiency investments is be required, even if impressive cost reductions appear
along with them. Additional $20 trillion is needed in other emission reduction technologies,
which means, for example, over ten trillion US dollars in transport sector. (IEA and IRENA
2017, 65-67). Clear signs of growing interest towards sustainable investing has been widely
reported. According to some studies, over two thirds of people are interested in sustainable
investing and believe that companies applied with leading sustainability practices might be
better long-term investment targets. There is also growing interest towards sustainable
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investments that can be personally customised by own goals and interests (Morgan Stanley
2017, 1).
European Commission delivered the first actions of its sustainable finance action plan in
May 2018. According to the plan, a taxonomy for sustainable economic activities will be
published, institutional investors’ disclosure requirements on how ESG-factors are
integrated will be improved, and a category of new benchmarks to help investments’ carbon
footprints will be created. In addition, financial products are going to be identified with EUlabels in the future, which will help potential investors notice, whether the products comply
with, for example, low-carbon criteria or not. (European Commission 2018c; European
Commission 2018d) The European Union has committed to make a 40 % cut in GHGemissions, compared to 1990 levels, and to achieve at least 27 % share of renewable energy
in final consumption by 2030. These changes require major investments in order to transform
the economy and deliver the sustainability goals. European commission has estimated that
it requires nearly 300 billion euros of additional, annual investments in transport, water and
waste, and energy. In addition to EU’s own investment control, the transition requires
creating better conditions for private investors’ sustainable financing, since their
contribution is essential for the outcome goal. EU’s goals consist on making classification
systems for sustainable financing, in order to provide the best knowledge for investors
wanting to make a fair impact with their investments. (European Commission 2018a) Even
though different estimates leave much to debate on, there seems to be a notable consensus
of that current investments are not enough to reach current climate goals (Flaherty et al.
2017).
Impact investing is a branch of ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) -investing that
is commonly used as a synonym to sustainable, socially responsible, mission-related
investing, or screening. In ESG, environmental, social and governance factors are considered
alongside in the investment decision-making progress with the financial factors. (MSCI Inc.
2018) Monitor Institute defines impact investing as “actively placing capital in businesses
and funds that generate social and/or environmental good and at least return nominal
principal to the investor” (Monitor Institute 2009, 11). Simon (2017, 31) summarises it
shortly as “money aligned with values”: the investor may choose to finance renewable
energy projects rather than fossil fuels. Impact investing tries to achieve environmentally or
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socially positive impact and generate measurable benefits or profits in the same time.
(Eurosif 2014).
Millennials are the forerunners of sustainable investing. Morgan Stanley found out (2017, 2)
that 86 % of them are interested in it: over three quarters of millennials believe that impact
investing can help solving wicked issues, influencing climate change and alleviating poverty.
Impact investing can be divided in two business sectors: basic needs (agriculture, water, and
housing) and basic services (education, health, energy, financial services). They may appear
in various forms or structures, such as debts, equities, or bonds. Social outcomes can be
achieved through providing of cost effective services, including agriculture, water, housing,
education, health, energy or financial services. (Donohoe et al. 2010) Impact investments
have a pivotal role as providers of financial resources that are needed in order to solve the
environmental issues. (Alijani and Karyotis 2018) Investments can generate impact by
expanding access to basic services for people that require, or through processes that are
beneficial for the society (Donohoe et al 2010).
The discussion assessing impact investing has arisen when considering, how to fund climate
mitigation and adaptation policies. Most models instruct the burden for current generations.
(Flaherty et al. 2017) Recently, there has emerged more discussion focusing on green bonds.
They are bond instruments that are applied in financing or re-financing green projects:
renewable energy, energy efficiency, pollution prevention and control, and environmentally
sustainable management, as defined in ICMA’s Green Bond Principles. (ICMA 2017).

2.4 Synthesis of the theoretical part
The synthesis of the theoretical part of this thesis argues that active anti-consumption
together with impact investing creates a double impact for sustainability. Not only does
the anti-consumption and voluntary simplicity make a positive difference in the society, but
the effect can be also improved by reorienting money from every-day consumption to
impactful investments.
Active anti-consumption is somewhat decreasing consumption in a way that Iyer & Muncy
(2009) described global impact consumers to do: decrease consumption in general, for the
sake of both humanity and the planet. According to different line of research, excessive
spending, or overconsumption, creates social and environmental costs (e.g. Humphery 2010,
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167; Sheth et al. 2011; Alexander 2011a; Hüttel et al. 2018). More importantly, active anticonsumption and “degrowth” could help to mitigate these harmful costs and reduce CO2
emissions (e.g. Wynes and Nicholas 2017; Cherrier et al. 2010), and to create a more stable,
equitable and welfare economy (Heikkinen 2018; Kallis 2013).
Considering an increase in anti-consumerism, there is a big market potential for impact
investing. In addition, the scientific consensus of positive ESG impact on CFP (Company’s
Financial Performance) is significant, which means that the business case for ESG investing
is empirically founded very well (Friede et al. 2015). More and more individuals get
interested of investments addressing environmental crises (USSIF 2016), which puts
pressure on the market. The need to accelerate climate mitigation actions is huge, and
trillions of euros more is needed to fund the transition (e.g. European Commission 2018c;
IEA & IRENA 2017; Flaherty et al. 2017). European Commission has noticed a significant
need of additional, private investments (2018a), and there has been suggestions to cover
them with different mechanisms: for example, crowdfunding (Huijben and Verbong 2013;
Candelise 2016), green bonds (Flaherty 2017; Paranque 2017), and other equity or loan
based impact investment structures. Most importantly, impact investing sector should
differentiate from the conventional investing sector, to avoid the generation of unexpected
expectations of financial returns (Oxfam 2017).
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3 RESEARCH METHODS AND DATA
This section describes the research methods used in the research. Chapter 4.1 describes
business model canvas, the basic tool and framework used to make the final business model.
Chapter 4.2 presents the material used in regulation analysis, and chapter 4.3 presents the
companies taken into account in the comparative business model analysis.

3.1 Business model creation: business model canvas
Business model helps to understand, predict or describe the business logic of a company.
Planning and designing the right business model and logic will eventually lead to cost
structure consideration, and finally to implementation of the model. (Osterwalder 2004, 1415) In this thesis, business model creation is based on Business Model Canvas (BMC), a
model generation tool by Ostwerwalder and Pigneur (2010, 16-17), which consists of nine
interrelated blocks: partners, activities, resources, value propositions, customer
relationships, channels, customer segments, costs structure and revenue stream. The contents
of BMC’s blocks are presented further.
Business models conceptualise the means how the business is executed (Magretta 2002).
They help to understand the drivers behind company’s objectives (Yip and Bocken 2018),
and can be used for analysis, innovation, performance, assessment and communication
(Osterwalder et al. 2005). For example, BMC can easily be utilised in both describing and
planning the business, which makes it a universal and convenient tool for this purpose,
enabling both analysis of current status of the researched companies, and innovation of the
new, double impact model.
Customer segments
Customer segments is one of the most important block of a business model. When
considering the company’s business idea and core vision, one should ask, whom is the value
created, and who are the most important customers? (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010, 20-21)
Value propositions
Value proposition is a compilation or an insight of all services and benefits that the company
offers to its customers. When considering the specific value proposition of a business, one
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might ask for example, which is the problem that we aim to solve. Value proposition reveals
(in a brief form), what are the major benefits the customer receives, when choosing the
distinct actor. (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010, 22-23)
Channels
Channels are both direct or indirect communication and reaching routes that the company
utilizes in delivering the value proposition. They raise awareness of the company, help
customers to evaluate it, allow them to purchase company’s products and provide customer
support. (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010, 26-27)
Customer relationships
What kind of expectations do the consumer segments have, regarding the relationship and
its maintenance between the company and the segments? Relationships may be driven with
either customer acquisition, customer retention or boosting sales (upselling). They can be
divided to many categories such as personal assistance, self-service, automated services,
communities or co-creation. (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010, 28-29)
Revenue streams
There are two types of revenue streams: transaction revenues (coming from one-time
customer payments) and recurring revenues (coming from ongoing payments). In terms of
revenue streams, it is relevant to consider, which amounts customers are ready to pay, how
much they are paying now and how much single streams contribute to overall revenues.
(Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010, 30-31)
Key resources
Key resources are physical, financial, intellectual and human factors that allow the company
create and offer its value proposition, reach markets, uphold customer segment relationships
and get revenues. This part of the business model describes the most important ones of them.
(Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010, 34-35)
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Activities
Compressed, key activities are the most vital things the company needs to execute to make
the model work. The categorization can be divided to production, problem solving and
platforms/networks. (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010, 36-37)
Partners
Partners form up the network of the company. Osterwalder and Pigneur distinguish four
types of partnerships: strategic alliances between non-competitors, coopetition (between
competitors), joint ventures and buyer-supplier relationships. (Osterwalder and Pigneur
2010, 38-39)
Cost structure
Cost structure is a brief description of the most important and inherent costs regarding the
model. According to Osterwalder and Pigneur, one should minimize them in every single
business model. However, they point out the fact that low-cost structure is more important
in some models than in others. (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010, 40-41)

3.2 Literature analysis on regulation
Actors at the financial sector have to cope with a growing amount of regulation. After the
2008 financial crisis, more financial legislation has been conducted, in order to keep the
financial sector more stable and safe. This literature analysis of this thesis reviews following
sources:
-

Act on Investment Services (14.12.2012/747)

-

Act on Detecting and Preventing Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing
(503/2008)

-

Crowdfunding Act (743/2016)

-

Finance Supervisory Authority’s decree on operative risk management and control
(2014)

Crowdfunding Act was analysed both because it represents the newest regulation in Finland,
and because this thesis analyses different crowdfunding investing actors in Europe. Act on
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Investment Services and Act on Detecting and Preventing Money Laundering and Terrorist
Financing, for their part, are the few of the most important single regulations from viewpoint
of financial organisations, since they guideline how they enterprises need to operate in
practice and what kind of permissions they might need. Decree on operative risk
management and control is a decree given by Finance Supervisory Authority, which must
be concerned at least in case of investment service companies, fund companies and credit
enterprises, and is therefore relevant regarding the topic of this thesis.

3.3 Comparative business model analysis
Based on theory, the enterprises can be classified in three categories. They can be justified
in a couple of ways. Crowdfunding investing has arisen directly from crowdfunding scheme,
like issued in the theory, and is based on web investing platforms, forming a clearly separate
category of enterprises. Micro-saving and micro-investing applications, for their part, are an
outcome of investing services becoming mobile, allowing more innovative solutions than
before. Impact investing platforms can be seen as a millennial- and sustainability-driven,
frequently generated subcategory for micro-saving and micro-investing.
1. Micro-saving and -investing applications
2. Impact investing platforms
3. Crowdfunding investing platforms
The first category, equity micro-saving and micro-investing platforms, included an analysis
of four companies: Robinhood (US), Acorns (US), Moneybox (UK), and Dreams (SWE).
These actors do not represent sustainability as their major activity: hence, they offer help for
customers’ personal finance management by making saving money easy and comfortable.
The investment options vary from ETF’s to mutual funds and stocks. The second category,
equity impact investing platforms, examined following companies: Swell Investing (US),
Goodments (AU), SVX (CAN), and Imfino (CH). These platforms represent socially
responsible, or impact, investing, and help individual investors to make an impact in addition
to receiving profits. The third category, crowdfunding-investing platforms, consisted of
three companies: Joukon Voima (FIN), Trine (SWE), and Abundance (UK). These
companies concentrate on sustainable project crowdfunding as their major activity. They
represent crowdlending rather than equity crowdfunding. Comparative analysis was
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executed by using BMC –model: activities, resources, network, value propositions, customer
segments, customer relationships, channels, revenue streams and cost structure. It shows the
state of the companies during spring 2018.
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4 MARKET RESEARCH
This chapter presents the market research executed as described in the previous chapter. The
first section (4.1) is about the Finnish legislation. Next three chapters examine currently used
business models in the market regarding micro-invest applications (4.2), impact investing
platforms (4.3), and crowdfunding investing platforms (4.4).

4.1 Regulation literature review
Act on Investment Services, Act on Finance Supervisory Authority and Crowdfunding Act
were changed in Government’s Bill (HE 151/2017 vp) in late 2017. With these changes,
MiFID II (Directive of European Parliament and of the council on markets in financial
instruments and amending) requirements and demands were executed so that they obey the
Directive. This chapter assesses both the changes required by the directive and relevant
contents from laws presented in the chapter 4.2. In general, MiFID II contains regulation
about the openness of trading posts and investment service companies, reporting procedures,
by-products, equal entering of financial instrument determination systems, monitoring
procedures of investing products and decrees about third-country investment companies.
MiFID II is regulation, which must be applied and adapted straight in member states, which
is why it invalidated some parts of the previous legislation as a whole. (HE 151/2017 vp;
Directive 2014/65/EU) Changes required by Market in Financial Instruments Directive were
executed in third of January 2018 (Finnish Government 2017a).
4.1.1 Act on Investment Services
Finnish Act on Investment Services (14.12.2012/747) specifies meanings for investing
services and activities as follows. The act instructs that all companies that wish to operate
and execute actions like 1-9 must have an authority-accepted permission (later referred only
as “permission”).
1. Receiving and transmitting assignments concerning financial instruments
2. Executing assignments on someone’s behalf
3. Trading that is executed with own capital, and which results as one or several venture
actions
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4. Taking care of financial instruments so that decision making power is handed over
to receiver entirely or partially
5. Giving individualized recommendations to customers, regarding a specific venture
action towards a financial instrument
6. Uttering financial instruments or organizing their sale by giving a related purchase
or marking commitment
7. Uttering financial instruments or organizing their sale without giving a related
purchase or marking commitment
8. Arranging trading of financial instruments in a multilateral trading system, where
different buying and selling bids are brought together so that a trade is generated
9. Arranging trading of debentures, structured finance products, emission permits or
derivative contracts in an organized trading system
The permissions for Investment Services are examined and given by finance supervisory
Authority. Applying the permission demands making an action plan that specifies possible
upcoming forms of business, the organizational structure of the company, and all other
information that could help the Financial Supervisory Authority in assuring that the activities
fulfill the demands set by MiFID II and Act on Investment Services. The permission process
will is to be resolved in six months after application delivery. The complete permission
mentions all forms of investment services and investing activities that the company is
allowed to offer and operate. Finance Supervisory Authority may, if the company so desires,
change the terms and conditions of the permission, or set limitations after the applicant
interview. (Act on Investment Services 14.12.2012/747)
The requirements for admitting the permission are decreed in the law. People, who own a
notable share of an investment service company, must be trustworthy. One cannot be seen
worthy of trust, if one has been sentenced to prison during last five years of application, or
sentenced to fines of aggravating crimes during last three years. In general, investment
service company’s share capital must be at least 730 000 €. The companies that do not trade
in a proprietary manner, warrant utterings, operate multilateral or organized trading, but who
has the right to occupy customer funds, need to have a share capital of minimum 125 000
€. The same minimum concerns also companies that offer investment services exclusively
with some commodity market related derivatives and contracts for differences (CFD) more
specifically described in the law. An investment service company that is not allowed to
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occupy customer funds, the share capital must be minimum 50 000 €. If the investment
service company only executes assignments, does personal finance management services, or
gives investment advices, it must have a share capital of 50 000€ minimum and a compulsory
insurance in all EEA-countries in case of accidents. (Act on Investment Services
14.12.2012/747)
The investment service company is must define and declare, how to govern issues regarding
to conflicts of interest. It must be acquiring sufficiently information about the state of
knowledge, experience and financial situation (including risk tolerance) of the customers
that invest more than 2000 euros. It must provide sufficiently information of the company
and its services, financial instruments, investing strategies, executing locations and all
expenses and costs, also regarding the costs of add-ons and third parties. In addition, an
investment service company needs to inform early of investment advices, if they are given,
and clarifying their nature (independent or dependent) and characteristics. It must offer
appropriate warnings and guidance concerning the strategies and instruments, and notifying,
is the instrument meant for professional or amateur usage. (Act on Investment Services
14.12.2012/747)
The handling of the assignments must be executed without unnecessary delays and in “first
come, first served”-order. Phone calls that are related to provider’s personal trading or
receiving customer assignments, must be recorded and maintained for at least five years, and
delivered them to customers if asked. It must also be ensured that customers can bring their
disagreements for an independent actuator to be solved and assessed in a rightful,
professional, fair and efficient way. (Act on Investment Services 14.12.2012/747)
Finance Supervisory Authority must be informed always, when aiming to hold a share of an
investment service company. The company must have a sufficient organisation that is able
to take care of activities. The personnel must, therefore, be enough educated. There must be
at least two people, who suit the criteria, in charge of the company. An individual, who has
been sentenced to prison in previous five years, or has otherwise showed incapability of
taking care of such things, cannot take a part in the management of an investment service
company. (Act on Investment Services 14.12.2012/747)
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4.1.2 Act on Detecting and Preventing Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing
One of the most important views regarding investing and money handling is the principle of
knowing the customer. For example, banks are required to know, who their customers are.
Know-your-customer is decreed in Act on Detecting and Preventing Money Laundering and
Terrorist Financing (444/2017). The law decrees, for example, both crowdfunding providers
and companies that offer investment services. Knowing the customer decrees the obliged
actor heavily. If the obliged actor is not able to execute the details presented in the law, it is
not allowed to do any business activities with the unrecognised customer. In case of
organisations handling payments, this applies also at the payments.
In general, the customer must be recognised, when starting a regular customer relation.
However, arbitrary transactions include an obligation to know the customer, for example if
they exceed 10 000 euros. The customer shall not be able to finalise transactions, before the
recognition process is properly done. Information gathered (name, date of birth, social
security number) must be held and stored for five years.
4.1.3 Crowdfunding Act
Crowdfunding Act decrees loan and investing shaped crowdfunding, its acquiring, offering
and providing as a purpose of financing business activity. To be able to provide
crowdfunding in Finland, one needs to have an acquired license in the register hosted by
Financial Authority Supervisory. According to Crowdfunding Act, financial Supervisory
Authority registers all applicants that (Crowdfunding Act 734/2016)
1) have a right of doing business in Finland;
2) are not bankrupt, and are natural people whose performing validity has not been
limited anyhow;
3) are not going through an organizational or a personal debt restructuring;
4) are trustworthy;
5) have a specific and sufficient knowledge, regarding the width and character of
desired crowdfunding;
6) fulfil other requirements, presented in the crowdfunding act.
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Crowdfunding Act requires a minimum capital of 50 000 euros from the companies applying
for the license. Alternatively, the quality or width of the applicants’ activity must be in a
sufficient level, regarding professional liability insurance, bank guarantee or other guarantee.
The organization or actor giving the guarantee must be located in an EEA-country (European
Economic Area). Crowdfunding Act also decrees terms for the insurance more specifically.
It must be valid concerning accidents that the provider is in responsible of, and at least
1 000 000 euros of the amount per accident, and 1 500 000 euros altogether annually. In
addition, if the insurance consists of a specific deductible “own risk”, the insurer must
compensate the damages with not discounting it. In general, all accidents that have emerged
after an act or a neglect, and which have led to an official claim to the crowdfunding provider
or insurer during three years if insurance validity time, must be compensated.
(Crowdfunding Act 734/2016)
To be able to figure out the nature of the business activity, the crowdfunding company needs
to submit basic rules, contract details, or other similar documents that describe the business
activity, alongside the permission application. If the crowdfunding company is noticed to be
acting as a “middle man”, Financial Supervisory Authority can decline the registration. If
the applicant has been sentenced to jail during last five years or to fines for aggravating
crimes during last three years, s/he is regarded unsuitable for acting as an owner, board
member or vice member, managing director or director’s vice person or other high-lead role
in the company management. (Crowdfunding Act 734/2016)
Crowdfunding Act obliges the provider to act in a honest and professional way, and to follow
the benefit of the customer. Good crowdfunding practices also need to be followed. These
practices oblige that the provider needs to either belong in to an independent actuator
pursuing after openness of crowdfunding, or engage to operate in a way that is in line with
the manuscripts of this actuator. The crowdfunding provider must announce to Financial
Supervisory Authority, which actuator it has engaged, or publish the acceptable reasons for
not doing so. (Crowdfunding Act 734/2016)
Following matters from the Act on Investment Services’ decree crowdfunding providers
(Act on Investment Services 14.12.2012/747):
-

how to govern issues regarding to conflicts of interest
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-

acquiring sufficiently information about the state of knowledge, experience and
financial situation (including risk tolerance) of the customers that invest more than
2000 euros

-

providing sufficiently information of the company and its services, financial
instruments, investing strategies, executing locations and all expenses and costs, also
regarding the costs of add-ons and third parties

-

informing early of investment advices, if they are given, and clarifying their nature
(independent or dependent) and characteristics

-

offering appropriate warnings and guidance concerning the strategies and
instruments, and notifying, is the instrument meant for professional or amateur usage

-

handling the assignments without unnecessary delays and in “first come, first
served”-order

-

recording phone calls that are related to provider’s personal trading or receiving
customer assignments, maintaining them for at least five years, and delivering them
to customers if asked

-

ensuring that customers can bring their disagreements for an independent actuator to
be solved and assessed in a rightful, professional, fair and efficient way

Crowdfunding provider is not allowed govern or hold customers’ financial instruments of
customer assets or have debt for its customers. If the provider else how governs customer
assets, it has to make sure that they are kept apart from the provider’s own capital. In
addition, the provider must take care of proper accounting to make sure that each customer’s
assets are separated from another. The assets must be stored in a bank that is located in a
Finnish or in some other EEA-country. However, the crowdfunding provider does not have
to join in the investors’ compensation fund. (Crowdfunding Act 734/2016)
The provider may not give false or misleading information, and needs to correct all false or
imperfect details afterwards. There are also decrees that oblige the fund receiver to give
correct and sufficient information about its asset value or ability to pay before the fund
acquisition. The provider needs to make sure that receiver fulfils the criteria presented in
Crowdfunding Act. Both, the provider and the receiver need to announce immediately, if
their own financial situation changes essentially. (Crowdfunding Act 734/2016) The
provider must know its customer. It needs to find out, for example, if the receiver is bankrupt,
in which case it is forbidden to provide funding or participate in money acquisition. The
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specific customs related to knowing the customer are decreed in the Act on Detecting and
Preventing Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing (503/2008).
4.1.4 Operative risk management and control
Finance Supervisory Authority has presented (2014) decrees on risk management and
control affects. As it for relevant parts binds both credit institutions’ and investment service
companies’ owning communities (Act on Finance Supervisory Authority 878/2008), it can
be regarded as a vital entity in terms of successful business activity. In general, investment
service organizations’ operative risk management must consist of recognition, assessment,
controlling, monitoring and reporting the operative risks (Finance Supervisory Authority
2014, 12). The structure of operative risk management is shown in Figure 7 (Finance
Supervisory Authority 2014, 5-12):
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Figure 7. Operative risk management (general principles and command fields) of an investment service
organization (Finance Supervisory Authority 2014, 5-12). Created with Sketchbook.io.

The losses caused by operative risks cannot always be measured. In addition, the risks may
occur afterwards or be seen in the reputation of the actor been authored. To manage operative
risks successfully, one particularly needs to concentrate on fixing process shortages and
damages. Other actions include back-up- actions in terms of personality or IT, and insurance
actions. To arrange operative risk management, the controlled actor needs to accept basic
principles of operative risk management, given by Finance Supervisory Authority. These
principles include risk recognition, assessment, monitoring and limitation and all methods
and processes used in them. In addition, the principles need to be re-assessed regularly so
that the changes in the controlled actor’s business and operational environment are taken
into account. Controlled actor also needs to define an operative risk definition out of its own
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business activity, in order to consider specific characteristics that its activity may include.
(Financial Supervisory Authority 2014, 12)
The actor must recognize all significant risks that may have relevant effect on its products,
services, actions, processes or systems. Decrees also require assessment of new products and
service models before they are launched or used. Continuous risk assessment requires
considering their probabilities and effects, in case of accident or damage. The planning work
must include enough risk decreasing methods and remedial actions. For the most crucial
actions, the controlled actor needs to define an acceptable risk tolerance state and set
reasonable limits for all significant risks. In addition, controlled facet needs to create
alternative scenarios that pay attention to central process or system failures, personnel
inoperability and external factor effects. Controlled actor must regularly assess the
characteristics of observed risks and their probabilities and follow the amount of losses.
Damage occasions need to be clarified so that their causal connections are clear. Different
business sectors need to report regularly internally, regarding the most important risks and
damages occurred. (Financial Supervisory Authority 2014, 13-15)
The most vital processes need to be recognized and sufficient controls need to be set to
govern them. If the system is altered, their sufficiency needs to be re-assessed. The corporate
governance needs to take care of judicial risks and make sure that they are sufficiently
organized. The controlled actor needs also to make sure that the personnel and new recruits
of the company are competent in terms of their tasks. To ensure the continuity of personnel
competency, the controlled actor has to create a procedure that will give attention to, for
example, formal validity, education and other experience background. On the other hand,
one needs to make sure that there are sufficiently personnel and that current officials do not
express any information, unless it is allowed and viable by law. (Financial Supervisory
Authority 2014, 17-19)
Operational risk management and control includes also information system assessment. In
practice, controlled facet needs to make sure it has sufficient and reasonably arranged
information systems. Their assessment needs to be evaluated from the actor basis, regarding
also requirements made by governing people. There has to be enough expertise, organizing
and internal monitoring for saving, moving, handling or filing information. If some of the
activities are being outsourced, the controlled actor has to make sure that the partner obeys
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the same decrees. In addition, both current and coming strategies concerning IT need to be
accepted and regularly reassessed, taking cost development into account. If new systems are
considered, they have to be carefully tested before usage. (Financial Supervisory Authority
2014, 20)
The information security needs to be on a sufficient level regarding the characteristics and
wideness of activities, threat severity and technologic developing phase. As in the all other
phases, the board of the controlled actor is in charge of arranging a sufficient information
security level. In addition, the work requires giving enough resources and defining
responsibilities in maintaining the security level. The information security level has to be
regularly re-assessed to fix shortages that may have occurred. The systems and information
must be used and stored so that they have a known owner, who is responsible of their terms
of use. This procedure does also include safe storing of information (based on rules created
by the controlled facet), user authorization for information, programs and systems, and
secure governing to make sure that only authorized personnel can access data. (Financial
Supervisory Authority 2014, 21)
Data security risks are a part of controlled actor’s risk assessment procedure. It ensures that
there is enough knowledge of synergy effects generated from single risks. Data security
assessment considers, which are central activities and resources of the company, what kind
of threats they face, how vulnerable they are to these threats and how they could possibly
damage business activity in worst case. The management of these risks should consist of
sufficient controls and assessment of new systems before their launch. All data security
occasions must be recognized, analysed, filed and reported to the person or facet in charge
of the operative action. (Financial Supervisory Authority 2014, 22)
Data security principles need to be up to date. In addition, data security manual or guidance
should be instructed to all personnel. This procedure requires also regular data security
education and unequivocal manager-employee relationships. When new data networks are
being developed, their risk profiles need to be determined so that the controlled facet is aware
of most central risks and their dominion. Internal governance and risk management
considering network business, information systems and internal processes should be
executed so that it considers organization’s characteristics and recognizes possible threats.
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Development and improvement needs to be continuous, in order to stay protected from
different disturbances and abuses. (Financial Supervisory Authority 2014, 23)
Regarding the organization’s payment policy, the board has to accept main principles of
payment transmissions and services, which the controlled actor is involved in and which it
offers to the customers. Payment transmission principles have to include current actions and
consider upcoming development. The board is responsible for setting goals for achieving
and following efficient, high quality and trustworthy payment providing. In addition,
reporting systems must be in line with these goals. The operative management of the
company is responsible for arranging sufficient expertise and internal monitoring in an
efficient and safe way. Risks and risk policies regarding payment transmissions must be
mapped, surveyed and updated regularly. (Financial Supervisory Authority 2014, 25)
Payment transmission systems need to be reliable and safe. The controlled actor must
minimize all disturbances and delays. Both, the actor providing payment services, and person
providing payment services without a license, must have sufficient risk management
procedures to govern operative risks and possible safety concerns. In both cases, a yearly
assessment must be made, and delivered to Financial Supervisory Authority. It needs to
consist of estimates about the sufficiency of the risk management and monitoring methods.
Financial Supervisory Authority has recommended actors to introduce their new payment
transmission techniques and modifications early, in order to avoid unpleasant delays in
process development. (Financial Supervisory Authority 2014, 26)
The managing board is responsible for the business activities’ timeliness and continuity
planning. It must make clear operational models for all sectors. Most important business
processes and their recovery times must be mapped. By defining personalised recovery
times, the controlled actor determines longest allowed breaks, which do not yet disturb the
business. Prioritised processes need to be equipped with alternative protocols and recovery
procedures. It is particularly important to make sure that all information relevant and
necessary in terms of the business can be restored. Data systems have to have classified into
an order of importance that is based on restoring time. Different systems must be supplied
with recovery plans, consisting information about actions in a serious disorder or disaster.
The backups need to be located far enough from the actual data processing centres, to make
it harder for them to collapse in the same time. Continuity plans must be based on threat and
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vulnerability analyses, which are reports concerning threats, risks and vulnerabilities facing
information and data, systems, protocols and services. (Financial Supervisory Authority
2014, 28)
Continuity planning must concern threatening actors and function vulnerabilities. The
planning is always put into perspective, regarding the characteristics of the business, and it
guides actions taken in situations of disorder. The controlled actor needs to be prepared also
to the collapses and disorders of third parties, which makes it necessary to describe, how
they prevent and supervise external service providers’ mistakes. Therefore, the contracts
made with them must also include decrees that oblige them, also, to assess, update and test
their systems for disorders. Continuity planning requires active updating and adapting to
strategic changes. In controlled organizations, there need to be specific people in charge of
executing continuity planning. (Financial Supervisory Authority 2014, 29)
The controlled actor has a reporting duty of all noticed disorders and mistakes regarding the
data and payment systems. It is compulsory to inform Financial Supervisory Authority, if
some mistakes threaten organisation’s ability to do business or reply its liabilities. Following
occasions, at least, must be reported: breaking into information systems, information security
insulting, malware spreading, denial-of-service attacking. In addition, software issues,
telecommunication disorders, disconnections and payment system delays must be reported,
if they affect customer services. (Financial Supervisory Authority 2014, 32-33)
4.1.5 Summary of literature
Both, investment service companies and crowdfunding providers, need to recognise
(“know”) their customers. This is both a technical and a conceptual challenge, which requires
actions in order to create customer relations. An investment service company must apply an
authority-accepted permission, and so does the crowdfunding provider. However, these two
segments and application processes differ significantly from each other. If the company is
willing to act at both sectors, it must obey both Crowdfunding Act (734/2016) and Act on
Investment Services (14.12.2012/747). In Finland, the organisation authoring financial
legislation is Financial Supervisory Authority. FSA is the one to assess all permission
applications. FSA has created a brief instruction of how finance actors and companies must
take care of their operative risks and management. These guidelines oblige both the founders
and the lead of the company, but also its companions and partners indirectly.
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4.2 Micro-investing applications
This chapter addresses four micro-investing companies: Robinhood, Acorns, Moneybox,
and Dreams. They are analysed using the BMC-model.
4.2.1 Robinhood
Robinhood (owned by Robinhood Markets, Inc.) is an investing company that provides
“online and mobile application-based discount stock brokerage services to self-directed
investors”. Currently, it operates only in the USA and to US residents. (Robinhood 2018a;
Robinhood 2018b) Robinhood does not clarify its revenue mechanisms specifically. Yet, it
has been described by for example Morrissey (2017), Braithwaite (2017), Levine (2014),
Brown (2017) and Yum (2017). In practice, Robinhood sells payment orders (stock purchase
events executed in the app) for market makers (Morrissey 2017) and gains revenue from
every executed transaction. Regarding to routing practices, Robinhood has published a list
of these market makers and average payment prices due to SEC (Securities and Exchange
Commission) Rule 606. It shows that non-directed orders from Robinhood’s platform were
directed ergo sold to four different market makers during the fourth quarter in 2017: Apex
Clearing Corporation (1 %), Citadel Securities LLC (66 %), Two Sigma Securities LLC
(23%) and Wolverine Execution Services LLC (9 %). (Robinhood 2017e)
In addition to the payment flow provisions, the company hosts a premium account called
“Robinhood Gold”. (Robinhood 2018d) Robinhood Gold has a small monthly fixed cost but
no other fees or added interests. In practice, Gold-customers lend money from Robinhood
and gain more buying power at the market. Lent money can also be withdrawn and used in
every-day spending. (Robinhood 2018c) A personal bank account can be linked to
Robinhood to transfer funds. Robinhood collaborates with APEX Clearing Corporation and
BMO Harris in handling ACH transfers. (Robinhood 2018d) ACH means Automated
Clearing House, electronic network that handles government, consumer and business-tobusiness electronic financial transactions in the United States. According to Chuen and Deng
(2017, 291-292) ACH payment networks (that Robinhood uses) are cheaper than card
networks, but because of their operating period is during normal weekdays only, payment
processing can take days, especially on weekends.
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Robinhood is a registered broker-dealer, a member of FINRA (Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority) and SIPC (Securities Investor Protection Corporation). Robinhood highlights that
it offers its services for “self-directed” investors. In other words, Robinhood assumes that
the investors themselves has the responsibility of their actions. Since the company does not
give investment advisements, its most important channels (mobile app and web page) are
created only to support self-directed customers making their purchase decisions. Thus,
Robinhood is not a financial advisor and is not legitimate in giving financial advisory.
(Robinhood 2018a) In the company’s user acquisition, Robinhood successfully utilizes the
method of an “early access waiting list”. According to Leinz and Verhage (2018), the line
of eager investors consisted of over one million people, when Robinhood was about to start
trading with cryptocurrencies. Crypto launch was the second successful user acquisition
campaign the company has held. Already in the development phase of the Robinhood app,
10 000 people signed up for the waitlist during the first day, and after the first year, almost
one million people in total (Mazarakis 2017).
4.2.2 Acorns
Acorns (owned by Acorns Advisers, LCC) is a micro investing company, whose vision is
that anyone can grow wealth by investing daily spare change. (Acorns 2017b) Unlike for
example Robinhood, Acorns is a legitimate financial advisor. It hosts an interactive platform,
which people can utilize in making investment decisions. The platform consists of both
mobile app and web page. (Acorns 2017d) Acorns operates so called “Round-Ups”: every
time the customer makes a purchase with the credit or debit card linked to the app, spare
change is captured and rounded to the nearest dollar. Automatically collected Round-Ups
are collected and transacted to the app’s personal account, where they can be either directly
or manually invested. Round-Ups are not transferred from the checking account to the
Acorns account before total sum of them crosses five dollars. In addition to Round-Ups,
Acorns allows its users to make one-time investments whenever they want to. After
executing, they appear at the user account after one to three days. Acorns’ investing deposit
procedure is presented in Figure 8. (Acorns 2017a)
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Figure 8. How Acorns’ investing deposits work. © Acorns. (Acorns 2017a).

Acorns creates a basic portfolio for every new user by asking a few background questions.
The portfolio consists of a mix of ETF’s that include stocks, bonds and other securities.
(Acorns 2017a; Acorns 2017c) Because Acorns Securities is a member of Securities Investor
Protection Corporation (SIPC), user investments are protected up to $500 000 (Acorns
2017a). Acorns advisers is SEC registered Investment adviser. Acorns Securities, LCC that
is both member of Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA)/SIPC and a SEC
registered broker-dealer, provides all brokerage and custody services to Acorns Advisers
clients. (Acorns 2017d)
Acorns makes revenue with fixed monthly costs ($1/investor&/month) and with 0.25 %
proportional share that is collected from users accounts that exceed $5 000. The 0.25 % share
is calculated daily and billed monthly. Acorns does not take provisions from the transactions.
The platform, therefore, encourages saving multiple times a day and whenever the user feels
like it. The money can be transferred from credit and debit cards, or from PayPal account.
(Acorns 2017a) Acorns operates five portfolios that have different investor features; for
example, in “Conservative”, stocks form only a small share (20 %), but in “Aggressive”, the
share is 100 %. Users may themselves choose the ETF’s they like, and the choosing is eased
with a short question pattern. (Acorns 2017c) Acorns also has a customised retirement saving
option, Acorns Later, which allows IRA (individual retirement account) saving. (Acorns
2017a)
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Registered users need to form up two separate agreements to successfully use Acorns:
advisory agreement between the customer and Acorns (adviser), and an agreement between
the customer and Acorns (custodian). In practice, this arrangement splits the company’s
responsibilities in two parts. As an advisor, Acorns has the responsibility to create portfolios,
analyse client information, recommend a suitable portfolio and prepare orders regarding the
investments. As a custodian, Acorns is responsible for maintaining and recording
transactions in cash and ETF’s, sending orders for execution, clearance and settlement, and
providing confirmations and other information concerning accounts. (Acorns 2017d)
Acorns has formed a partnership with Clarity Money, a finance technology company that
utilizes artificial intelligence technology in analysing customer financial activity. Clarity
Money is designed to work as a personal financial management tool, helping people to better
organize their life without worrying about unwanted subscriptions. It also allows saving
towards a personal goal. Thanks to the cooperation, Clarity Money users can benefit from
Acorns’ investment features. (Clarity Money 2018a; Clarity Money 2018b; Clarity Money
2018c) Acorns seems to have plenty of rising potential and a good reputation: in May 2018,
it was told that the world’s biggest asset manager BlackRock Inc. invested in Acorns, which,
by the time, had over 3.3 million investment accounts (Mirabella 2018).
In addition to USA, Acorns has launched also in Australia in 2016. After 460 000 people
signed up to use the app, Acorns Australia rebranded itself as Raiz Invest, whose ideology
has been told to be staid the same. (Pash 2018) Both the visual image and functionalities at
Raiz’s webpage seem very much similar to Acorns’. However, there are significant
differences regarding the portfolio contents and ESG material. Not only does the Raiz
highlight its own socially responsible activities (by aiding programs that support, for
example, children’s welfare and carbon offsetting), but it also offers a whole portfolio
(“Emerald”) that promotes socially responsible investing. The Emerald portfolio allocates
the capital mostly in Australian large cap responsible investing stocks (38,6 %), and global
large cap sustainability leaders stocks (34,10 %), in addition to Australian government bonds
(21,30 %) and Australian money market (6,00 %). (Raiz 2018a; Raiz 2018b)
4.2.3 Moneybox
Moneybox (owned by Digital Moneybox Limited) operates in the United Kingdom.
Moneybox app makes people “save as they spend” by letting them invest their spare change.
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(Moneybox 2018a) To start saving and investing with Moneybox, one first needs to set up
one’s bank account details in Direct Debit, the payment provider company. In addition, one
has to open a Stock & Shares Individual Saving’s Account (ISA). After user registration,
one can start saving money via either round ups or by making one-off and weekly deposits.
All savings are being added to “Weekly Savings Total”, where they are collected as a whole
every Wednesday midday, and invested. User oneself may choose, whether one desires to
make round ups manually or let them be executed automatically after two days. (Moneybox
2018d)
For investments, Moneybox has three starting options. They consist of cash funds, global
shares and property shares. The more risk user is awaits, the bigger relative part of the shares
is. For more cautious users, more weight is pointed out to share funds. Moneybox makes
revenue by collecting different fixed costs and fees. Firstly, it charges monthly fixed cost of
£1/user/month. This cost is not collected from the new users, during first three months of
use. (Moneybox 2018b) The monthly fixed fee is charged “per product” basis. Therefore,
for example, having two products means paying £2 a month. The total, maximum annual
amount is £20.000 for ISA investments. (Moneybox 2018d.)
Secondly, Moneybox collects so-called Platform fee that consists of Moneybox annual
charge (0.35%-point) and Platform Provider Charge (0.10%-point). The fee is calculated
each day and charged monthly, based on the total value of the investments in the Platform
Products. (Moneybox 2018c) There are no transaction or trading costs. In addition, user
needs to pay a fund provider fee average of 0.23%. (Moneybox 2018b) According to
Moneybox’s terms and conditions (2018c), these expenses are included in the fund
valuations. Therefore, whilst one does not pay them directly, they affect to the overall return.
An example of Moneybox annualized charges is presented in Table 1. In the example, the
expenses are around 0.793 % of the total investment. The calculation is based on
Moneybox’s investing option called Balanced and has been illustrated for an investment of
£10,000 meaning that total costs in this certain case would be £79.35. (Moneybox 2018c)
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Table 1. Moneybox cost structure example (Moneybox 2018c).

Product
[%]

Service
[%]

Total
[%]

0.225

-

0.225

Platform charge

-

0.448

0.448

Fixed monthly fee

-

0.12

0.12

Cost

Fund management fee

Total

0.793

In a similar way as in Acorns, Moneybox has also cut the responsibilities in two parts: the
agreement made with Moneybox Limited, and the agreement made with the platform
provider, Greyfiars Asset Management LLP. In practice, Moneybox acts as app user’s agent
in accordance with one’s instructions, when entering the Platform Provider Agreement. This
arrangement implies that the Platform Provider is responsible of providing platform’s
products and their safe custody. In addition, it takes care of all settlement and post-execution
services. Even though the customer is both a client of Moneybox and a client of the Platform
Provider in the same time, these actors are responsible of only their own actions and do not
respond to actions made by the other one. (Moneybox 2018c)
Moneybox is authorized by Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and covers users’
investments by the government’s Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS) up to
£50.000. (Moneybox 2018a) Laws of England and Wales govern Moneybox generally.
Moneybox highlights that it does not provide nor is responsible for providing any financial,
legal or tax advice. (Moneybox 2018c) Moneybox has a partnership with Starling Bank, a
UK company that operates and develops mobile banking services. The cooperation in
practice means that Moneybox-service will be available to Starling Bank’s customers
straight from their accounts. Starling’s open API allows a safe way to share data between
two apps and fastens Moneybox-transactions significantly. Moneybox-integration is a part
of Starling’s strategy of enabling third party developers joining them. The partnership,
therefore, benefits both sides. (Starling Bank 2017; Starling Bank 2018)
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4.2.4 Dreams
Dreams (officially Dreams Nordic AB) is a Swedish saving and micro-investing company.
It encourages people to set goals, “create dreams”, and start saving money to make them
come true. Dreams highlights the meaningfulness of effortless and automated saving. As an
example, it provides different user paths to reach the saving goals, which are called for
example Weekly savings, Autopilot, The Thief and Everest. Whereas “The Thief” means
practically randomly occurring saving, “Weekly” and “Autopilot” do it automatically and
regularly. In addition to personal “dreaming”, Dreams has created an option that allows
group saving: for example, a couple can start saving for their wedding day, together. Dreams
is heavily mobile app- focused, and does not offer any webpage platform at the moment.
(Dreams 2018a)
Dreams is both personal and communal since it allows inviting friends to use the app and to
start saving in common dreams. Meanwhile, customers can have chats together and still keep
the control of their own money, since the app does not mix the users’ account values as they
are stored separately (Dreams 2018c). To be able to register, one needs to be 18 years old
and have a Swedish bank ID. The transactions via Dreams app are free, no matter how often
or much of them there are. Users get themselves a 0.10 % annual interest from all savings
they have on their Dreams- saving accounts. Dreams makes revenue based on the account’s
total value. (Dreams 2018b) It strictly highlights that it has nothing to do with the
transactions between the customers and the third parties. (Dreams 2018d)
Dreams’ customers can also start saving to a fund managed by their cooperation partner, a
Finnish bank called Ålandsbanken. In this specific case, Ålandsbanken takes a 1,00 %
management fee of the total fund value. Hence, there are no separate note, reclaiming or
profit fees. The fund is operated so that 50 % of the capital is invested in stocks, and 50 %
in interests, to balance the risks and profits. The fund is planned to fit for a customer, who is
willing to receive balanced capital governing and is not keen on taking care of investing the
capital personally. The saving fund is not suitable for people who want to break off the
agreement during the next three years of time. (Ålandsbanken 2017) Dreams has brought
over 40 000 new customers for Ålandsbanken, and it is planned to start operating also in
Finland (Ålandsbanken 2018). The cooperation with Ålandsbanken also guarantees that the
savings are secured until 100 000 euros. (Dreams 2018d)
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The Dreams app has a “coach” that encourages to save, and gives guidance and instructions,
regarding the user’s personal life. If it is allowed, the coach-functionality will also include
push-notifications. Some challenges also require location information, regarding an
application called IFTTT (If This Then That). In Dreams, IFTTT means saving, when doing
a specific function or staying at a specific location. (Dreams 2018d) IFTTT is a free
application that connects different services (apps) with each other. It creates “applets” that
have one trigger and one action: for example, when one enters home, the app turns lights
automatically on. (IFTTT 2018) Automated features, like IFTTT, act both as a fascinating
factor luring more customers for the platform, and in addition, they keep the clients
purchasing continuously after the grand rules have been created.
Dreams was founded in 2013, and has received funding total of 13 million euros in seven
rounds from twelve investors, and seems to be making negative profit currently. (Nordic
Tech List 2018) However, Dreams app has not existed no more than two years, but it has
more than 100 000 customers in Sweden, and it is already expanding to Norway. In five
years’ time, Dreams is aiming to be the leading actor in micro saving and investing in
Europe. (Söderlund 2018)

4.3 Impact investing platforms
This chapter addresses four impact investing platforms: Swell Investing (US), Goodments
(AU), Social Venture Connexxion SVX (CAN), and Impact Finance organisation Imfino
(AT). Swell and Goodments focus mostly on equity-based investing, whereas SVX provides
venture opportunities (Canadian private market securities). The Austrian Imfino is just in its
beta-phase, providing a big variety of services on its platform, not actual trading yet.
4.3.1 Swell Investing
Swell is “an impact investing platform that helps invest in high-growth companies solving
global challenges”. Swell has created six different investing portfolios: renewable energy,
green tech, disease eradication, clean water, zero waste, healthy living. The company
highlights the good financial performance of companies with high environmental and social
impact. In other words, choosing impact investing does not mean any smaller profits. (Swell
Investing 2018a) Swell operates and is governed by local laws in the State of California,
USA (Swell Investing 2016), and is fully owned subsidiary of Pacific Life Insurance
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Company (Swell Investing 2018b). Customers’ desires and motives are clarified by asking
a series of questions in the very beginning of the customer ship. This information helps to
understand, what kind of investment objectives people have, how tolerant they are to risks,
and in what kind of socially responsible causes they are interested. However, the portfolios
are not tailored for the customers, which is why they are not able to set restrictions in them.
Customers can delete only up to three companies from the list. (Swell Investing 2018b)
Swell described itself as a wrap fee program, meaning that it offers different kind of
investment services (portfolio management, asset allocation, custody of funds and securities,
execution of transactions) for a single fee; a “wrap” fee. Most often, wrap fee is a certain
percentage of the assets under management and it is not charged on a transactional basis. It
covers investment management services, asset custodies, commissions of trading,
transaction clearings and account reporting. Swell’s wrap fee is 0,75 % and it is charged
monthly and automatically. The minimum invested amount is $50. (Swell Investing 2018b)
Swell has a banking partner, Plaid, through which it can support and link some 1500 banks
and credit unions to customer accounts. (Swell Investing 2018c)
Swell Investing LLC is a SEC registered investment advisor. Yet, it reminds that SEC
registration does not require any certain level of skill or training. Swell strictly highlights
that the customer is responsible for all actions and information use regarding its services.
Swell has a different broker-dealer custodian companion, a company called Folio, which is
a member of FINRA and SIPC. Swell is responsible for Folio of costs regarding the
program’s custodians, and for its affiliate Cadence Capital Management LLC of certain
supporting services. (Swell Investing 2018b; Swell Investing 2016; Swell Investing 2018c)
The portfolio managers operate swell’s portfolios. They screen out the companies whose
ESG-ratings (environmental, social and governance) perform well below average, and
choose only the ones that make “a positive impact towards addressing several socially
responsible initiatives”. In order to manage the risk control, positions present normally up to
4 % of the portfolio at cost. Investments are typically done to small- and mid-capitalization
stocks tend to be more volatile and less liquid than larger companies are. (Swell Investing
2018b) For example, Renewable energy-portfolio consists of 63 holdings, of which ten
biggest holdings and their weights are (Swell Investing 2017):
-

Analog Devices, Inc.

(4,14 %)
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-

Eaton Corp. Plc

(4,13 %)

-

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.

(4,12 %)

-

NextEra Energy, Inc.

(4,04 %)

-

TransDIgm Group Incorporated

(4,00%)

-

Eversource Energy

(3,97 %)

-

PPL Corporation

(3,71 %)

-

Tesla Inc.

(3,69 %)

-

Edison International

(3,66 %)

-

PG&E Corporation

(3,41 %)

According to Zack Greenberg’s article in Forbes 26.12.2017, Swell managed only around
$13 million for some 2000 customers in 2017, which makes it quite a tiny actor. What is
worth noticing is that Swell is regularly growing, and its customers are young of their age:
only approximately 36 years old. Swell and its parent company Pacific Life seem to
concentrate heavily on young investors (millennials) who wish to make a noticeable impact
with their capital, in addition to financial returns. It is believed that Swell attracts interest
and popularity exactly because it helps people to align money with their values. (Greenberg
2017)
4.3.2 Goodments
Goodments is an Australian impact investing platform that helps people to buy shares that
match their environmental, social and ethical values. Unlike Swell Investing, Goodments
provides information of both companies’ financial and ESG data, letting the freedom of
choice to the customers themselves. (Goodments 2018a) Goodments highlights that even
though it provides detailed information about different companies, it does not recommend
investing in, or endorse, them. It describes its services as informational and educational; not
as personal investment advices. Goodments’ material includes information of over 3000
companies worldwide. (Goodments 2018b)
Goodments is an authorised advisor in providing general financial product advices about
securities. It is not authorised to advice or otherwise tell, how to invest, where to invest, or
give advices regarding taxation issues. Goodments or any third parties do not guarantee the
validity of the information provided at the platform. All services are in accordance with the
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laws of New South Wales, Australia. (Goodments 2018b) Goodments highlights
(Goodments 2018c) that companies with high environmental and social impact can
outperform the profit of the index (Friede et al. 2015), which is why impact investing is
highly recommendable.
In the beginning of the customership, Goodments makes the customers choose “issues
closest to heart”. These include options like Renewable energy, Recycling and waste
reduction, Environmental protection, Human rights, Community development, Diversity and
Equality, and Corporate Sustainability. Mutually, customers are made to choose “no-go
categories” that include, for example, Fur & Leather, Military and Weapons, and Gambling.
Then, Goodments shows the companies that fit the customers’ desires. In May 2018,
Goodments’ service was still in beta-phase, in which customers could only track portfolios,
and use fake money in trading. According to their webpage, they are about to launch a full
trading platform soon (according to Yoo (2017), in the early 2018), where people can also
buy and sell shares if they so desire. The access fee of Goodments’ platform is $6 per month,
or $65 per year. The cost gives an access to all material. (Goodments 2018c)
Goodments was first released in November 2017. According to its co-owners, majority of
the company’s activities before launching consisted of intensive software design and testing
with “socially conscious millennials”. It is said that Goodments should feel more like a
lifestyle app than investment app, even though the platform utilises big amounts of financial
data through a machine learning. The company is said to be focusing on millennials, because
they are socially conscious and have plenty of spending power. (Yoo 2017) Goodments has
two strategic partners: Assemble payments, its payment provider taking care of transactions,
and Xignite, offering Goodments needed APIs regarding market data (Goodments 2018a).
4.3.3 SVX
SVX (Social Venture Connexion) is a platform for investors, funds and impact ventures
seeking environmental and/or social impact in addition to financial profit. The company
describes itself as a “one-stop-shop for impact investing”: on the same page, one may search
and invest in companies and funds that have positive impact environmentally or socially. It
is registered as an exempt market dealer (EMD) in different locations of its home country
Canada, including Ontario, Quebec, Alberta, Saskatchewan and British Columbia. SVX is
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wholly owned subsidiary of MaRS Discovery District, (SVX 2018a; SVX 2018b; SVX
2017)
SVX offers exclusively Canadian private market securities, for impact-oriented investors.
The company uses crowdfunding and direct ergo private placement, representing equities
based impact investing. In practice, it connects potential companies, organisations and startups that lack funding, and investors aiming to achieve something with their capital. In
addition to allowing investments, SVX provides a platform for communication between
investors and entrepreneurs. SVX’x payment provider and partner is VersaPay, which is
responsible for online transactions made in the platform. (SVX 2018a) After registration, the
user is able to browse through ongoing investment projects and companies seeking for
funding. They are divided in five categories: Cleantech, Food, Health and Wellness, Social
Inclusion, and Work and Learning. By the time writing this section in May 21st in 2018,
there were eighteen open offerings, including offers presented in Table 2. (SVX 2018c)
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Table 2. SVX offering examples (SWX 2018c).

Project name

Project

Project type

Capital require ($)

Social Inclusion

Community Bond

300 000

Cleantech

Convertible Debentures

500 000

Promissory Note

600 000

Limited Partnerships

5 000 000

Cleantech

Preferred Shares

300 000

Cleantech

Bonds

25 000 000

Cleantech

Limited Partnerships

300 000 000

Community Bond

55 000 000

category

42 Garden Shared Space
Hub

Nectar (beehive
technology)

Student Loan Offering

Food

Social Inclusion
Work and Learning

Active Impact Fund

Cleantech
Social Inclusion
Health and Wellness

World Tree Carbon
Offset Program

CoPower Green Bonds
(Renewable energy and
energy efficiency)

Emerging Markets Fund

Health and Wellness

Immigrant Access Fund

Work and Learning

SVX thinks that enterprises’ actions should try to make impact through business models that
aim to prevent market shortfalls, problems or externalities. It works also with companies that
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do not address impact objectives as company drive forces, if they still aim at improving
current conditions. (SVX 2018d) SVX’s original goal was to create a social stock market.
Now, it aims to create a world in which all investments and enterprises have a positive
impact. SVX believes that these goals can be achieved along with increasingly interested
public that align their values and money, and with impact oriented investors and innovators.
(SVX 2018e) Interestingly, SVX is a not-for-profit organisation. Therefore, it does not earn
profits for its owner, MaRS Discovery District. MaRS, one of world’s largest innovation
hubs in Toronto, launched SVX’s second version in April 2018. By then, SVX ventures had
already raised over $100 million since 2013. According to MaRS, SVX is currently the only
platform that offers impact investment opportunities in Canada and for all Canadians. (SVX
2018e; MaRS 2018)
4.3.4 Imfino
Imfino (Impact finance organisation) is an Austrian impact investing platform that tries to
connect impact investors and different projects (entrepreneurs) to each other. In May 2018,
Imfino was at beta stage, offering only “Industry Know How” of impact investing sector,
and an open market place in which entrepreneurs are able to present sustainable projects
(companies) for interested investors free of charge. Imfino highlights the meaningfulness of
impact investing and its potential in answering the wicked issues, described in UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals. (Imfino 2018a; Imfino 2018b)
Imfino’s activities are mostly based on different kind of external and third party material that
they provide for their customers free of charge. This material includes, for example, a variety
of official reports assessing impact investing and sustainable development. (Imfino 2018b;
Imfino 2018a) Imfino perceives the role of cities increasingly important, and it collaborates
with Social City Vienna (Imfino 2018c), which is described as a “platform for social
innovation” in the city of Wien. In practice, it is a social innovation hub. (Social City Vienna
2018) Imfino has (2018c) both private and public collaborate actors around the world, such
as City of Vienna, Erste Bank, PWC, CNN and UNIDO (United Nations Industrial
Development Organization). In addition, it collaborates also with Konsultori, a consultancy
for business development (Imfino 2018c).
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The online platform for investors and entrepreneurs (the GIIVX, Global Impact Investing
Vienna Exchange) is going to be the major service of Imfino, according to details told in
May 2018. Yet, there has not been published any information about it more specifically.
Imfino has planned to execute SME services by offering them low cost short-term financing,
and will launch a pilot that addresses it. Other concepts that Imfino develops or plans are,
for example, City talks, an event that brings experts and young people together for discussion
and personal exchange, and Study Tours, in which examples of social and environmental
impacts incorporated into investments, enterprises and industry are presented.
Compared to other impact investing companies or platforms presented in this analysis,
Imfino differs significantly because it concentrates only on transmitting and presenting
information about companies that are eager to get, or that are in need of a funding. From an
entrepreneur point of view, Imfino is a portal through which they can reach out for an
increasing amount of impact oriented investors and business angels. The investor, in turn,
might wait for to find good or somehow potential enterprises, who they can contact and in
which they possibly might want to invest. (Imfino 2018c) It is most likely that Imfino’s
business model, including revenue flows, main activities and key partners, will change
during following months, since it is just running a pilot in the beta-phase. For now, these
details are difficult to determine.

4.4 Crowdfunding investing platforms
The following section addresses companies that operate different kind of crowdfunding
investing platforms. The assessed companies are TRINE (SWE), Joukon Voima (FIN), and
Abundance (UK). In the analysis, most companies represent sustainability or renewable
energy oriented crowdlending. Other forms of crowdfunding are excluded from the analysis.
4.4.1 TRINE
TRINE (Trine Finance Limited) is a UK-based crowdfunding-investing and crowdlending
company that is specialized in solar energy projects in Africa. Trine runs a webpage-platform
of solar power crowdfunding investing projects. These projects differ from each other in
terms of impact, location, risk and size. Trine allows investing any amount above 25 euros.
Every campaign Trine hosts has a specific goal, and once it is achieved, single investments
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become part of a loan to the Trine’s partner. If the goal is not achieved, the money is paid
fully back to investors. (TRINE 2018a; TRINE 2018b)
Trine is highly impact-focused. When the investor has made the decision of investing in one
of its solar campaigns (Figure 9), the impact is concretised and explained in two ways: 1)
how many people will get to use electricity along the investment, and 2) how much CO2
emissions are avoided annually. At the same view, the investor gets to see both the expected
returns and the risk estimate of the company. (TRINE 2018e) Trine assesses solar partners’
risks by weighting financial performance (30 %), portfolio quality (25 %), people and
management (15 %), financial management (10 %), and process controls and systems (10
%). After assessment, the companies are divided in risk categories A to D (A = 70-100; B =
40-69; C = 10-39; D = 0-9). (TRINE 2018a)

Figure 9. The investor’s view on Trine’s project. The customer is shown the impact of the invest (electricity
for 43 people annually, and almost 12 tons of avoided CO2) that changes according to it. (TRINE 2018e)

After doing a solar investing purchase at Trine’s website, the customer’s money is transacted
to a specific barred account or E-wallet, where it is held before the determined time limit
expires or the campaign comes fully funded. Trine’s payment partner, Lemonway, provides
the maintenance of these accounts. Possible profit is also received straight at the customers’
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personal E-wallet. (TRINE 2018b) Registered users can make also automated, for example
monthly investments, or re-investments. In this case, the selection of the projects is executed
fully automatically, by the criteria set by the user oneself. As TRINE’s investments are made
directly in the solar companies, TRINE is not a party to any such investment, loan note
instrument or other documentation. Investors receive needed loan note certificates from the
solar companies, and receive financial returns only if the campaigns are successful. The
profit ergo the interest rate of the loan is defined beforehand. (TRINE 2018c)
Trine is originally a Swedish company, which is currently registered in England and Wales
with office address in London. (TRINE 2018c) It has executed some successful
crowdfunding campaigns regarding its own capital. Already in 2016, the company collected
$3.7 million (TechMoran 2016), and $6 million in 2017, led by Gullspång Invest, a Swedenbased investment firm. Being motivated by the funding, TRINE promised to “eliminate
energy poverty for 66 million people within next five years” and “raise around $100 million
over the next 24 months”. (Bellini 2017)
In February 2018, TRINE started to cooperate with BBOX, a UK-based cleantech-company,
in order to launch a $6 million crowd-investment (TRINE 2018d). TRINE has apparently
grown fast, and because it is currently scaling its activities internationally, the business
model is clearly efficient. TRINE collects a 5 per cent “success fee” of the total funding
amount of every succeeded project on its platform. In addition, it splits the total revenue of
the projects (interest of the loans) so, that, for example, if the investor earns 5 %, TRINE
receives the same 5 % annually. TRINE’s communication partners also need to pay annual
fees for their accompany. (TRINE 2018a) Top it off; TRINE formed a partnership with
UNDP (The United Nations Development Programme in spring 2018. In practice, this kind
of partnership means new initiatives to scaling up private investments in high-impact
projects. With help of UNDP’s Climate Action Impact Tool, investors can better quantify
and track the environmental and social impacts of their investments. (UNDP 2018)
TRINE is not a financial advisor. Hence, it is an appointed representative of Thornbridge
Investment Management LLP, which is a FCA-regulated company. (TRINE 2018c)
Thornbridge provides different kind of regulatory solutions and regulation cover for, for
example, wealth and fund managers, crowdfunders, platform operators, and fintechcompanies. Thornbridge’s major service, regulatory hosting, is supposed to lighten the
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burden that comes from financial regulation. This kind of hosting can include different kind
of supporting and advisement, as Thornbridge helps set up financial systems and controls,
run the registers, and so on. (Thornbridge 2018a; Thornbridge 2018b)
4.4.2 Joukon Voima
Joukon Voima is a Finnish crowdfunding company that is specialised in sustainable projects
in a similar way as TRINE. It has created a marketplace, which brings together individual
crowd funders and projects that support or bring renewable energy forward. However,
Joukon Voima highlights that it is not focused solely on certain technologies. It addresses
the change towards a more sustainable energy production and resource use. The goal can
consist, for example, of solar energy systems, wind power, woodchip plants, energy
efficiency projects electric vehicles and sharing economy. (Joukon Voima 2018a) The
company name, “Joukon Voima”, is a Finnish expression, which can be translated as “the
power of the crowd”. Currently, the company operates only in Finland, and seems to
concentrate mostly on Finnish individuals who are willing to make earning by investing in
sustainable projects.
Joukon Voima deals with both loan-based crowdfunding (crowdlending) and substitute
based crowdfunding. The first option considers activity, in which the funder receives interest
for one’s investment. The second one, in turn, offers something in exchange for the
investment: it could be a product, or a service. Substitute based crowdfunding helps to
organise fund raising without the legal permissions it normally requires. The Crowdfunding
Act (734/2016) regulates crowdlending in Finland, which is why Joukon Voima collaborates
with another Finnish company, called Fundu Platform Oy. Due to this arrangement, the
payments and transactions are fully taken care of by Fundu Platform Oy In addition, the
arrangement makes Fundu responsible for registering in Finnish Financial Supervisory
Authority’s crowdfunding dealer register. Investors’ money is held in asset accounts that are
operated and maintained by Fundu. Therefore, Joukon Voima only takes care of
communication and marketing of the projects, using different channels, such as social media.
(Joukon Voima 2018b)
Joukon Voima gets revenue from all succeeded projects. The major share of revenue is a
provision of the final, crowdfunded amount. In loan-based projects, the company also takes
a yearly provision from the funding applicant. In addition, the project partners are obliged
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to a separate service pay, which covers costs from crowdfunding campaigns. Joukon Voima
highlights the importance of the total funding amount: to be profitable, they need to be big
enough. The company can organise funding at any phase of the project, like already in the
beginning, or right before execution. (Joukon Voima 2018b)
Trine and Joukon Voima operate quite in a similar manner. In addition, they are actively
cooperating and “fighting against energy poverty in developing markets”. Joukon Voima
shares Trine’s solar projects in its own platform but is not a party of any kind them. (Joukon
Voima 2018c) At the time writing this thesis in May 2018, Joukon Voima had one selfoperated project. In the campaign, it aimed to collect reward-based funding for at least
10 000 € for a circular economy oriented, sustainable food production company called
Idealgrain. In addition, Joukon Voima collected capital for a couple of TRINE’s and
BBOXX’s campaigns. (Joukon Voima 2018d)
4.4.3 Abundance
Abundance is a UK crowdfunding investment platform. It offers tradeable debentures, in a
similar way as bonds, to individual companies. With this arrangement, investors know
precisely the target location of the funding. The minimum invested amount is only £5, which
means that, according to Abundance, customers “can create a diverse portfolio of
investments with social and environmental benefits, regardless of how much they have to
invest”. Investments made through Abundance are ISA eligible, which means that they one
can invest £20,000 annually with tax free returns. The company also allows specific
investing service that aims to save pension for a retirement. Abundance emphasises investing
with a balanced portfolio, and says it provides a good range of investment options that help
the investors to do so. (Abundance 2018a)
The companies seeking for funding are divided into four categories at Abundance’s platform
(Abundance 2018f):
-

Development (investments in early stage projects and businesses)

-

Construction (funding in building infrastructure)

-

Business Growth (support businesses that scale up)

-

Operational (stable income with regular returns from energy projects)
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These life stages include projects and businesses from three different sectors (Abundance
2018f):
-

Green Energy

-

Energy Efficiency

-

Housing

For example, Green Energy-sector has invested £60.3 million in 30 different projects.
Renewable energy was the first sector Abundance started with, and it provides investment
opportunities for every life stage of the project. At the time writing this thesis, Abundance
had only one open project (Atlantis Future Energy, pellet energy from industrial and
commercial waste). Previously, it had had projects such as pumped storage hydro plants.
(Abundance 2018a)
Abundance maintains also a marketplace, in which all registered customers can trade their
investments. The marketplace is a free service, which allows investing in projects that have
already been funded at the platform. Regarding the activities at the platform, Abundance
takes care of the trading and functionality in practice, but it does not answer to any disputes
stemming from the trades. All details, including prices, are decided between the seller, and
the buyer. (Abundance 2018d; Abundance 2018e) Abundance is not a financial or
investment advisor and cannot therefor give any investing recommendations, nor does it hold
customer money assets. It is authorised and regulated in the UK by FCA. (Abundance 2018b;
Abundance 2018c)

4.5 Market research conclusions
The market research was conducted in three categories: micro saving and micro invest
applications, impact investing platforms, and crowdfunding platforms. According to their
business models, assessed companies can be set into a matrix, which described the state of
active saving and investing in their activities (Figure 10). This matrix describes firstly, how
impact oriented investing the company promotes, and does it encourage and engage its
customers to save, or anti-consume, actively, in order to invest more.
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Figure 10. Classification of the companies by investment type and active/non-active saving.

There are three main conclusions made out of this material. The first one is that all impact
investment platforms (category two) are focused on equity investing, more or less. They
offer the investors material of companies, which is used to classify and screen the impactful
and sustainable actors out of the mass. Subsequently, they offer an opportunity to invest in
these “good” companies, to make an impact, but they do not promote anti-consumption at
any way. In practice, it is up to investors themselves, how often they want to invest or save.
The second conclusion is that micro saving and micro investing applications succeed
extremely well in making active saving and anti-consumption easy and normative. Rather
than advising their customers to avoid certain products or product categories, they encourage
them to save automatically as they spend, create individual saving goals, and invest even
small amounts of money with zero transaction costs. In practice, all these companies
concentrate on equity investing, with also an opportunity to decentralise the investments in
different kind of bonds. However, these actors are not or only a little sustainability oriented
for example, Acorns’ Australian subsidiary Raiz has published a sustainable investment
portfolio due to public interest, but these activities are only supporting sectors while the most
focus seems to be in continuous saving without a “green” orientation.
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Third, the crowdfunding platforms researched promote mostly tradeable debentures, green
bonds or other crowdlending activities. Compared to impact investing platforms, the
crowdfunding actors seem to invest directly in sustainable infrastructure projects all over the
globe. However, they seem to perform their part as poorly, in terms of active anticonsumption. Solar crowdfunder Trine has perhaps the most developed endeavours towards
active saving. Still, the performance of crowd lenders falls long behind the micro invest and
micro saving applications.
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5 DOUBLE IMPACT BUSINESS MODEL
This chapter assesses the data collected in chapter four, and recognises four business models
later referred as M1, M2, M3, and M4. First, found models are introduced. Second, their
applicability to support the double impact synthesis in Finland is estimated. Subsequently,
the most applicable features are chosen for the final double impact business model.

5.1 Recognised models
The results from comparative business model analysis are gathered and shown in Table 3.
Because of lack of information about Imfino’s revenue model, its revenue streams could not
be defined.
Table 3. Comparative business model analysis results.
Customer
segments
Individual
people
Millennials
Partners’
customers

Value
propositions
“Save as you
spend.”
Intelligent
saving
One-time
investments
Investment
advisory

Channels

Dreams

Individual
people
Millennials
Partners’
customers

“Save to your
dreams.”
Regularity
Intelligence
Fun
Easiness
Gamifying

Moneybox

Individual
people
Millennials
Partners’
customers

Robinhood

Goodments

Acorns

Customer
relationships
Automated
service
Self service
Additional
finance
management
services

Revenue
streams
Fixed
monthly fee
($1/m)
Wrap fee
(0.25%)

Key
resources
Legal
permissio
ns
IT-infra
and
personnel
Investmen
t advisor
personnel

App
Finance
company
partner

Automated
service
Self service
Peer to peer

Fund fee
(1.00%)
Partner
provisions?

“Invest your
spare
change.”
Simplicity
Regularity
Easiness

App
Finance
company
partner

User agency
Self service
Automated
service

Average
income
individuals
“Normal”
individuals
Millennials

“Invest for
free.”
Simplicity
Free of
charge
Fastness

App
Web

Automated
service
Self service

Environmenta
lly-aware
individuals
Millennials
Impact
investors

“Invest to
make money
and do good.”
Equityimpact
investing

App
Web

Automated
service
Self service

App

Activities

Partners

Cost
structure
Marketing
Legal
permissions
Insurances
Platform
maintenance
Transactions

Portfolio
management
Legal
permissions
Marketing
Transactions
Platform
maintenance

Payment
provider
Add-on
partners

Finance
company
partnershi
p
IT-infra
and
personnel

Platform
maintenance
Marketing
Accessory
app add-ons

Finance
company
partner
Software
developers
Add-on
partners

Marketing
Platform
maintenance

Fund fee
(0,225 %)
Platform fee
(0.448%)
Monthly fee
(0.12%)

Platform
provider
partner
Payment
provider
IT-infra
and
personnel

Marketing
Partnerships

Platform
provider
partner
Payment
provider
Finance
company
partner

Marketing
Platform
maintenance
Transactions

Payment
order sells
Premium
account
monthly cost
Loan
interest
Monthly fee

Legal
permissio
ns
IT-infra
and
personnel

Marketing
Stock
research

Payment
provider(s)
Market
makers

Marketing
Platform
maintenance
Legal
permissions
Transactions

Legal
permissio
ns
IT-infra
and
personnel

Data
assessment
(Platform
maintenance)
Marketing
ESG

Market data
partner
Payment
provider

Marketing
Platform
maintenance
Legal
permissions
Data
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Imfino

Impact
investors
Venture
capital
investors
Business
angels
Entrepreneurs
Enterprises

SVX

Entrepreneurs
Enterprises
Venture
capitals
Business
angels
Individual
people
Impact
investors
Individual
people
Impact
investors
Millennials

Swell

Abundance

Joukon
Voima

Trine

Individual
people
Impact
investors
Project
developers
Crowdfunding
investors
Individual
people
Impact
investors
Project
developers
Crowdfunders
Individual
people
Impact
investors
Project
developers
Crowdfunding
investors

Customer
segments

Research
ESG
“Financing a
sustainable
future.”
Free of
charge
Industry
know how
Venture
capital

Machine
learning
Platform
maintenance
Customer
service
Research
Education
Marketing
Sustainabilit
y

Web

Self service
Guidance
Interactivity
Automated
service
Customer service

?

Partnershi
ps
Personnel

“Make an
investment
with impact.”
Venture
capital
Free of
charge
Impact
investing

Web

Self service
Automated
service
Interactivity
Customer service

Non-profit

Ownershi
p partner
IT-infra
and
personnel

Platform
maintenance
Customer
service
Sustainabilit
y

“Invest in
socially
responsible
investment
portoflios.”
Equityimpact
investing
ESG
“Investments
for people
exactly like
you.”
Impact
investing
Crowdfundin
g investing
“Crowdfundi
ng a
sustainable
tomorrow.”
Impact
investing
Crowdfundin
g
“Join the
solar
revolution.”
Impact
investing
Crowdfundin
g investing

App

Automated
service
Self service

Wrap fee
(0.75%)

Finance
partner
Brokerage
partner
IT-infra
and
personnel

Web

Self service
Customer service
Automated
service

Administrati
on fee
Wrap fee

Payment
provider
IT-infra
and
personnel

Web

Customer service
Self service
Automated
service

Project
provision

Payment
provider
Account
maintaine
r

Web

Self service
Automated
service
Customer service

Project
provision
Project
success fee

Channels

Customer
relationships

Revenue
streams

Payment
provider
Account
maintaine
r
Legal
permissio
ns
IT-infra
and
personnel
Key
resources

Value
propositions

Transactions
Business
developme
nt partner
City/cities
NGOs
Governmen
tal
organisatio
ns
Finance
companies
Payment
provider
Ownership
partner

Platform
maintenance
Marketing
Research and
education

Platform
maintenance
Portfolio
management
Marketing
ESG

Finance
company
partner
Strategy
developme
nt partner
Brokerage
partner

Project and
customer
acquiring
Platform
maintenance
Marketing
Sustainabilit
y
Marketing
Platform
maintenance
Project and
customer
acquiring
Sustainabilit
y
Marketing
Platform
maintenance
Project and
customer
acquiring
Sustainabilit
y

Payment
provider
Project
developers

Platform
maintenance
Brokerage
Strategy
development
Legal
permissions
Data
Transactions
Platform
maintenance
Legal
permissions
Transactions

Activities

(Costs
managed by
parent
company)

Payment
and account
partner
Crowdfundi
ng partner
Project
developers

Marketing
Platform
maintenance
Transactions

Payment
and account
partner
Organisatio
n partner(s)
Project
developers

Marketing
Platform
maintenance
Legal
permissions
Transactions

Partners

Cost
structure

5.1.1 New way to save
In case of six companies, “millennials” were identified as a customer segment. In four of
them, the value proposed to them clearly included promises of a “new way to save”:
intelligence, fun, easiness, gamifying, simplicity, regularity. The model is based on two
channels, mostly mobile apps, and then, interestingly, a finance company partner. Customer
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relationship was completely taken care of automatically, or via self-service. In some
occasions, even peer-to-peer relations were utilised, and additional finance management
services provided. M1’s revenue streams consisted mostly of fixed monthly fees, “wrap”
fees, fund fees and platform fees. As of resources and partners, clearly financial resources,
permissions, and advisory personnel are needed, in addition to possible brokerage partners,
payment providers and general IT personnel and infrastructure. The activities consist mostly
of marketing, portfolio management, and platform maintenance, which are the ones to
constitute the cost structure of a company.
5.1.2 Sustainable crowdfunding investing
The crowdfunding platform companies did not seem to target in so specific group of
customers, as they seemed to seek for individuals in general, people interested in impact
investing, crowdfunders (who are not necessarily seeking for profit), and crowdfunding
investors. In addition, project developers ergo the fund seekers were recognised as their
customer segment. In practice, crowdfunding investing is expressed as both a mode of
impact investing and crowdfunding investing, not just either one. This model used web as
its main and single channel, and trusted in both self and automated, but also traditional
customer service. Revenue was earned by projects’ success fees or provisions. M2 seemed
to require a payment provider, possibly legal permissions or account maintainers, in addition
to other IT infra and personnel. In contrast to M1, M2 had to concentrate more critically in
project and customer acquiring, since there was a pressure to execute the crowdfunding
campaigns successfully. In general, M2’s activities were very strictly sustainability oriented,
since the funded projects consisted mostly of renewable energy.
5.1.3 Impact venturing organisations
Third discovered model was built of two web-based, impact-investing platforms, which
targeted grossly two customer segments: entrepreneurs and enterprises, and impact-oriented
investors, such as ventures and business angels. M3 is based on diverse, free of charge
service, which includes both investing with impact, but also industry knowhow and other
supporting material. The model three is not so solely based on automation and self-service.
Hence, more effort is given to interactivity, guidance, and customer service. The revenue
method of this model is hard to determine, due to the lack of assessed models that are enough
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developed. Their activities can be still be seen to be mostly based on wide collaboration with
different partners, like cities or NGOs and other organisations.
5.1.4 Data-based impact investing
Fourth model was also targeted for the customer group of millennials, who were recognised
as a promising segment that is enthusiastic about ESG and impact investing. For some parts,
M4 reminds M1: however, M4 seems to have differentiated to be more of an investment than
a saving oriented direction. M4 requires strategic, such as finance and brokerage, partners,
due to its focus on equity-impact investing. M4 relies mostly on mobile apps and self- or
automated service. Compared to other models, M4 requires more effort on research and data
assessment, in order to create satisfying criteria for responsible companies. The revenue
comes, quite similarly as in M1, from wrap or monthly fees.

5.2 Double impact model
The comparative business model analysis in this work was conducted to find out, what are
the necessary and effective pieces for a business model that is premised on the double impact
synthesis. This synthesis argues that active anti-consumption together with impact
investing creates a double impact for sustainability. Therefore, the aim was to find out,
what kind of business model best complies with anti-consumerism and impact investing, and
what does the execution require. Considering the results (M1, M2, M3, and M4), neither of
the models fulfils the requirements alone, set up by the synthesis. Even though M1 is based
on active, exciting, fun and easy saving and investing, it does not apply strong sustainability
and impact oriented investing as a core activity. M2, on the contrary, has an extremely strong
impact-orientation, but no such features that promote active anti-consumption. M3 clearly
aims differentiate: it provides financing for impact-oriented enterprises by connecting them
with willing investor, and therefore does not consider active anti-consumption. M4
apparently stands for an investment application: a tool, which can be used in equity-impact
investing, rather than saving.
Double impact model is meant to be compliant in Finland. Due to Finnish legislation, models
1-4 include different kind or permissions. M1, M4, and partly M3, require an accepted
permission of acting as an investment service company, which means that they need to
comply to what is decreed in the Act on Investment Services (14.12.2012/747). Finland’s
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Financial Supervisory Authority signifies (2015) investment services for example as
receiving and transmitting orders by the customer, advising ergo giving prefers for specific
instruments, and managing customer finance so that decision making power is partly or fully
given to the service provider. M2, in turn, is premised on crowdfunding investing, which
means that it is rather obliged by the Crowdfunding act (734/2016). Acting as a
crowdfunding provider, one needs to have an acquired license in the register hosted by FSA
(Crowdfunding act 734/2016). M2 and M3 may be executed without permissions and
licences: yet, it does limit activities and revenue significantly, and increase, for example,
dependency of account partner(s).
Acting as an investment service company requires more governance, management and risk
control actions, than acting as a crowdfunding provider, because they need to follow the
guidelines given by Financial Supervisory Authority (2014). The organisation needs to
consider both the basic principles of risks (recognition, assessment, controlling, monitoring,
reporting), and command fields (processes, juridical risks, personnel, annual reporting of
risk caused losses, disturbance and error reporting, information systems and security,
payment systems and providing, continuity planning) (Financial Supervisory Authority
2014, 5-12). Crowdfunding provider may act more easily as an advisor for instruments based
on crowdfunding, based on Crowdfunding Act (734/2016). Investment service providers and
crowdfunding providers represent a different line of strategies and products, and clearly
seem to require variable permission customs. When considering an early-stage finance
technology company, it seems fairly heavy to apply both licenses required by the
Crowdfunding Act, and permissions required by the Act on Investment Services. Obviously,
in the beginning, there has to be made a choice between these two lines of strategy.
Considering the success of companies representing both models (for example crowdfunding
provider Trine, and micro-investing company Acorns), the choice requires careful
calculation of costs and revenues.
Even if both models can be and even are quite successfully already implemented, the
comparative analysis’ results clearly indicate that crowdfunding investing relies too
significantly on one-time investments rather than active saving. That is why the core activity
of the final model is preferred to be executed the other way, and only some features (like
strong sustainability orientation) to be adopted from the crowdfunders. Final model creation
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is implemented in Table 4. The factors that are chosen for the double impact model, are
marked down with a green colour.

Table 4. Creation of the double impact model.
Customer
segments
Millennials

Value
propositions
“New way to
save”
Micro-saving
Conventional
(micro)
investing

Channels

M2

Crowdfunders
Impact
investors
Project
developers

Sustainable
crowdfunding
investing
Crowdlending
One time
investments

M3

Enterprises
Impact
investors

M4

DOUBLE
IMPACT
MODEL

M1

Customer
relationships
Self service
Automated service

Revenue
streams
Monthly
fee
Wrap fee

Key
resources
Legal
permissions
IT-infra and
personnel
Investment
advisor
personnel
Finance
partner

Web
platform

Customer service
Self service
Automated service

Project
provision
Project
success
fee

Payment
provider
IT-infra and
personnel
Account
maintainer
Legal
permissions

Impact
venturing
organisations

Web
platform

Self service
Guidance
Interactivity
Automated service
Customer service

?

Ownership
partner
Partnerships
IT-infra and
personnel

Millennials

Data premised
impact
investing

App
Web
platform

Self service
Automated service

Monthly
fee
Wrap fee

Finance
partner
Brokerage
partner
IT-infra and
personnel

Customer
segments

Value
propositions

Channels

Customer
relationships

Revenue
streams

Monthly
fee
Wrap
fee

Millennials

Active saving
Impact
investing

App

App
Web
platform

Self service
Automated service

Activities

Partners

Portfolio
management
Legal
permissions
Marketing
Transactions
Platform
maintenance
App add-ons
Partnerships
Project and
customer
acquiring
Platform
maintenance
Marketing
Sustainability

Payment
provider
Finance
partner
Software
developers
Platform
provider
Add-on
partners
Payment
provider
Account
maintainer
Crowdfunding
partner
Organisation
partner(s)
Project
developer(s)

Platform
maintenance
Customer
service
Research
Education
Marketing
Sustainability
Platform
maintenance
Portfolio
management
Marketing
Data/impact
ESG
Machine
learning

Development
partner
City/cities
NGOs and
other
organisations
Finance
partner(s)
Finance
partner
Development
partner
Brokerage
partner
Data partner
Payment
provider

Key
resources

Activities

Partners

Finance
partner
IT-infra
and
personnel
Investment
advisor
personnel

Marketing
Platform
maintenance
Data/impact
Machine
learning
Sustainability
Education

Finance
Development
Brokerage
Data
Payments
Software
Add-ons

Cost
structure
Marketing
Legal
permissions
Insurances
Platform
maintenance
Transactinos

Marketing
Platform
maintenance
Legal
permissions
Transactions

Platform
maintenance
Marketing
Research
Education

Platform
maintenance
Brokerage
Strategy
development
Legal
permissions
Data
Transactions
Cost
structure
Marketing
Platform
maintenance
Custodian
Transactions
Legal
Brokerage
Data
Education
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
This thesis set up to find out, what kind of business model complies with anti-consumerism
(active saving) and impact investing, and what would it require, in order to be executed in
Finland. First, in theoretical part of the thesis, characteristics of anti-consumption and impact
investing were clarified and constituted into an outcome that was named as the double impact
synthesis. Subsequently, a comparative business model analysis was executed for eleven
existing micro investing or micro saving, crowdfunding investing, and impact investing
companies all around the world. In addition, relevant Finnish legislation and decrees were
examined as a form of literature analysis; in order to find out, what kind of requirements
there exists for compliance of finance technology companies. After all, financial sector is
heavily regulated, and compliance forms a major part of any financial company’s activities.
The results of the comparative business model analysis strongly indicate, that current micro
saving and micro investing companies have extremely well-developed and active saving
practices, but they do not address sustainability issues as a part of their core activities: hence,
they concentrate on rather conventional investing. Crowdfunding investing platforms turned
out to concentrate almost exclusively on matters that can be considered sustainable and
climate mitigating (renewable energy, energy efficiency and social matters), but their
strategies relied on single or one time investments. Impact investing companies, for their
part, had utilised machine learning and ESG-data assessment protocols in order to promote
equity impact investing, but neither did they address active anti-consumption.
Based on the results, an early-stage finance technology company should try to adopt the
active anti-consumption and saving features into its business model from existing micro
investing and micro saving companies. Active anti-consumption can be promoted with, for
example, features like IFTTT (IF This, Then That; application that connects different apps
with each other) and save as you spend- settings. Impact investing and crowdfunding
investing companies, for their part, demonstrate well, how to best foster impact investing
and strong sustainability orientation: transparency of the portfolios, careful data assessment,
and machine learning. A successful execution of the business model relies on strategic, such
as finance company, development and payment provider, partners. The company’s key
resources are, in addition to the strategic finance partner, information technology
infrastructure and personnel, and investment advisory personnel. The service should use both
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mobile app and a web platform as its main channels, in order to reach the potential customer
segment, millennials, of which even 86 % seem to be interested in sustainable investing
(Morgan Stanley 2017, 2). The service can be executed with automated or through “selfservice”, and revenue earned with monthly or wrap fees, which are collected as a certain
percentage of the total asset value.
The literature analysis pointed out that an early-stage company should not try to address both
conventional investing and crowdfunding investing in the beginning. Even though the socalled third party model (see Candelise 2016), commonly used by crowdfunding investing
companies, seems undeniably effective, it is not recommended to be used as core model. It
limits the core activities around crowdfunding, which is currently obliged separately from
other investment services, in the Crowdfunding Act. In Finland, an investment service
permission (decreed in Act on Investment Services) is required, in order to provide
investment products or advisory, and a crowdfunding license (decreed in Crowdfunding
Act), in order to act as a crowdfunding provider. Since crowdfunding-based business models
were not noticed to promote active saving well enough, it is recommendable for the company
to comply with Act on Investment Services, and Finnish Financial Supervisory Authority’s
general guidance (2014) of operative risk management and control.
The final model is not only based on fluent cooperation with other companies and
organisations, but also heavily reliant on smooth, mobile technology. In order to successfully
acquire enough users, one not only needs to create a phenomenon, a “positive waiting”
experience, but also carefully look after sufficient administration of the service. If the value
creation of the company is entirely based on fluent and easy saving, risk of losing market
share grows notably, if sufficient maintenance is not taken into account.
According to European Commission’s Action Plan on financing sustainable growth (2018b),
achieving climate goals requires significant additional investments annually. For example, a
40 % cut in GHG-emissions by 2030 requires 180 billion euros annually. Therefore, in the
future, EU will concentrate on re-orienting capital flows towards sustainable investments,
managing financial risks stemming from issues created by climate crisis, and fostering
openness and persistency in finance and economic activities. In practice, EU aims to create
a sustainable taxonomy for private investors, who are willing to make an impact with their
investments. (European Commission 2018b) In the future, official classifications and
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taxonomies modify financial markets and instruments significantly. Investors will have more
knowledge about the offered instruments and better understanding of the impact they are
making.
Not only do these plans sound promising, but also put pressure on companies considering
participation. This thesis argues that in addition to impact investing, one should also
remember to get individuals consider their useless consumption, since the environmental
costs caused by overconsumption (e.g. Sheth et al. 2011; Hüttel et al. 2018), and positive
effects of anti-consumerism (Wynes and Nicholas 2017; Cherrier et al. 2010). Human kind
has all assets to make the sustainability change happen, knowing exactly where to invest
(Hawken 2018; Raworth 2017). However, the change requires first that we start believing it
(Sterman 2012), which is why business must create a phenomenon in which people truly
become to understand that they need to cure the problem, not its symptoms: and that they
really can cure it.
What comes to future research, more effort is needed in order to find out, which financial
instruments produce the best impact/revenue-relation. This assessment will also require
deeper cost and revenue estimates and calculation. Regarding the worries presented by
Oxfam (2017), the industry should not concentrate in a one-eyed manner to achieving big
profits. In addition, it should be tried to find out, are there cross-country barriers or threats,
which slow down the necessary investments. For behavioural aspects, barriers for embracing
impact investing in the way described in this thesis, should be more carefully considered.
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7 SUMMARY
This masters’ thesis set up to find out, what kind of business model would comply with anticonsumerism and impact investing. The research was conducted in two parts: theory and
empirical analysis. The work end up to conclusions, and the final business model. The theory
addressed the well-recognised issues of a consumer society. It can be seen as a justification
for this thesis: why an economy based on continuous growth of consumption effects the
planet in an extremely negative way. In order to speed up the sustainability change,
significantly more money needs to be directed in climate mitigation. The theory part of the
thesis draws an outcome, according to which anti-consumerism together with impact
investing can create a double impact for sustainability. The empirical part consisted of a
literature analysis on finance regulation in Finland and of a comparative business model
analysis of micro investing, micro saving, crowdfunding investing and impact investing
companies. On the basis of this work, and the double impact synthesis, a new business model
was created, which is set up to embrace anti-consumerism and impact investing.
Based on the results, an early-stage finance technology company should try to adopt the
active anti-consumption/saving features into its business model from existing micro
investing and micro saving companies, and the strong sustainability orientation partly from
impact investing, and partly from crowdfunding investing companies. A successful
execution seemed to rely on strategic, such as finance, development and payment provider
partners. Key resources are the finance partner, information technology infrastructure and
personnel, and investment advisory personnel. The service should use both mobile app and
a web platform as channels, in order to reach the potential customer segment, millennials.
The service can be executed automated and through “self-service”, and revenue earned with
monthly or wrap fees, which are collected as a certain percentage of the total asset value.
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